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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a digital broadcast reception device suited for implementation in a mobile facility.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] When a mobile facility in which a digital broadcast reception device is mounted moves from inside an area in
which the physical channel (a channel defined in terms of a certain unit frequency bandwidth) that the digital broadcast
reception device is receiving is receivable to a location outside the receivable area, viewing of or listening to the broadcast
service provided by the physical channel, which was being received normally until then, becomes impossible. The user
then performs a manual operation to have the digital broadcast reception device execute a channel scan and detect the
receivable physical channels, from among which the user selects a physical channel providing the same broadcast
service.
[0003] A digital broadcast reception device with a broadcast signal selection function that does not require this manual
operation is disclosed in Patent Document 1, for example. This digital broadcast reception device has a function switching
means that switches between a first function, which performs diversity reception by use of a plurality of reception means,
and a second function, which performs reception for program reproduction (program viewing/listening) by one of the
plurality of reception means and periodically (e.g., at fifteen-minute intervals) seeks physical channels with the other
reception means to obtain information related to channel selection, thereby performing automatic channel switching
(see, for example, claim 2 and the abstract of the cited Patent Document 1).
[0004] EP 1 608 149 A2 discloses an automatic tuning system for a mobile DVB-T receiver. The system comprises a
position detecting system, a plurality of tuners, a plurality of demodulators configured to process DVB-T signals, each
of which is paired with one of the plurality of tuners, for demodulating each of the signals received by each of the tuners
and comparing the strengths of the signals. A database sets a frequency code relating to the optimum frequency found
by the demodulators, to an area-cell code relating to the receiver position, in a processor. The processor controls the
automatic tuning system on the basis of the stored frequency codes and the current position data from the position
detecting system.
[0005] EP 1 928 168 A1 discloses a digital broadcast receiver capable of performing a channel scan in a relatively
short time. The digital broadcast receiver is designed for installation in an automobile for example, and identifies a current
location using a GPS function. The receiver has a channel list per region containing physical channel information of
broadcast stations which potentially exist in each region, and performs a channel scan based on broadcast data obtained
from receiving means for physical channels listed on the channel list in a region identified.
[0006] Patent document 1: Japanese Patent Application Publication No. 2005-217681

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The digital broadcast reception device described in Patent Document 1, however, is problematic in that since
the other reception means perform physical channel seeking (referred to as channel scan) periodically at fixed time
intervals, the channel scan results are out of date by, at maximum, the fixed time interval, so the accuracy of automatic
channel switching using the channel scan results is low.
[0008] Although the accuracy of automatic channel switching could conceivably be improved by setting a short fixed
time interval, when this approach has been taken, it has problematically shortened the periods during which diversity
reception, which permits program viewing or listening based on a high-quality received signal, can be carried out.
[0009] Other problems with the digital broadcast reception device described in Patent Document 1 are that the channel
scan is performed periodically even when the mobile facility in which the device is mounted is not moving, and the shorter
the fixed time interval is, the lower the ratio of the number of channel scan result updates to the number of channel scan
executions becomes; many channel scans are therefore carried out in vain, without improving the accuracy of automatic
channel switching, resulting in inefficient operation.
[0010] The present invention addresses these problems of the above prior art, with the objective of providing a digital
broadcast reception device and digital broadcast reception method that, by efficient channel scanning, can lengthen
periods of program viewing or listening by diversity reception and improve the accuracy of automatic channel switching.
[0011] More particularly, the present invention provides a digital broadcast reception device as set out in claim 1.
Optional features are set out in the remaining claims.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically illustrating the structure of a digital broadcast reception device according
to first to eighth embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, exemplary broadcast area map generated area information held in the
broadcast area map storage unit in the digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating broadcast service list generation processing by the broadcast service list generation
unit in the digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 4 is a drawing showing an exemplary broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 5 is a drawing illustrating, in tabular form, the structure of the broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast
reception device according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating broadcast area map non-generated area decision processing by the digital broadcast
reception device according to the first embodiment.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating operations in channel scanning by the digital broadcast reception device according
to the first embodiment.
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the reliable channel scan operation (subroutine) shown in FIG. 7.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the high-speed channel scan operation (subroutine) shown in FIG. 7.
FIG. 10 is a drawing showing an exemplary broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the second embodiment.
FIG. 11 is a drawing illustrating, in tabular form, the structure of the broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast
reception device according to the second embodiment.
FIG. 12 is a drawing showing an exemplary broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the third embodiment.
FIG. 13 is a drawing illustrating the structure of a broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the third embodiment.
FIG. 14 is a drawing showing an exemplary broadcast area map to which a current position is newly added as a
receivable point in the digital broadcast reception device according to the third embodiment.
FIG. 15 is a flowchart illustrating the broadcast area map expansion process in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the third embodiment.
FIG. 16 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, an example of information about broadcast area map generated areas
stored in the broadcast area map storage unit in the digital broadcast reception device according to the fourth
embodiment.
FIG. 17 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, exemplary receivable area information stored in the digital broadcast
reception device according to the fourth embodiment.
FIG. 18 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, exemplary non-receivable area information stored in the digital
broadcast reception device according to the fourth embodiment.
FIG. 19 is a drawing showing an exemplary area expansion in the digital broadcast reception device according to
the fourth embodiment.
FIG. 20 is a flowchart illustrating the area map expansion process in the digital broadcast reception device according
to the fourth embodiment.
FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating details of the process of calculating parameters of a linear inequality to be added
in step S104 in FIG. 20.
FIG. 22 is a flowchart illustrating details of the process of calculating parameters of a linear inequality to be deleted
in step S105 in FIG. 20.
FIG. 23 is a flowchart illustrating the area map expansion process in the digital broadcast reception device according
to the fifth embodiment.
FIG. 24 is a drawing showing an exemplary area expansion when the number of vertices defining the area is one
in the digital broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment.
FIG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating the area map expansion process when the number of vertices is one in the digital
broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment.
FIG. 26 is a drawing showing an example of area expansion when the number of vertices defining the area is two
in the digital broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment.
FIG. 27 is a flowchart illustrating the area map expansion process when the number of vertices is two in the digital
broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment.
FIG. 28 is a drawing showing an example in which the digital broadcast reception devices according to the first to
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fifth embodiments recognize multiple separate ranges in which a broadcast is receivable as a single range.
FIG. 29 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, an example of broadcast area map generated area information stored
in the broadcast area map storage unit in the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment.
FIG. 30 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, an example of receivable area information stored in the digital broadcast
reception device according to the sixth embodiment.
FIG. 31 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth
embodiment after it is turned on.
FIG. 32 is a flowchart detailing the processing in steps S701 and S702 in FIG. 31.
FIG. 33 is a flowchart illustrating processing in step S37 in FIG. 7.
FIG. 34 is a drawing illustrating an example in which a receivable area is divided into a plurality of areas that are
registered separately in the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment.
FIG. 35 is a flowchart illustrating an area information update operation in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the seventh embodiment.
FIG. 36 is a drawing showing an example of processing for reducing the number of vertices of an area in the digital
broadcast reception device according to the eighth embodiment.
FIG. 37 is a flowchart illustrating processing for reducing the number of vertices of an area to N or less in the digital
broadcast reception device according to the eighth embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0013] A digital broadcast reception device described herein comprises: a plurality of tuner/demodulator units for tuning
to physical channels and demodulating broadcast signals on the physical channels; a tuning control unit for controlling
operation of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units; a reception mode switching unit for switching an operating mode
of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units between a first operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/demodulator
units cooperatively perform diversity processing and a second operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/modulator
units operate independently; a current position detection unit for detecting a current position; a channel scan control unit
that has the reception mode switching unit switch the operating mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units to the
second operating mode, has one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform tuning for program viewing or listening,
and has another one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform a channel scan by tuning to the physical channels
sequentially and detecting receivable physical channels; a broadcast area map generation unit for generating broadcast
area maps including the receivable physical channels when the channel scan is executed, broadcast service information
regarding broadcast content of the physical channels, and receivable position information; and a broadcast area map
storage unit for storing the generated broadcast area maps. The broadcast area map generation unit generates broadcast
area map generated area information indicating areas in which broadcasting station detection processing has been
executed by the channel scan and stores the broadcast area map generated area information in the broadcast area
map storage unit. The digital broadcast reception device further comprises a broadcast area map non-generated area
decision unit for deciding, by reference to the broadcast area map generated area information stored in the broadcast
area map storage unit, whether or not the current position is located in a broadcast area map non-generated area for
which no area map has been generated. When the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit decides that
the current position is in the broadcast area map non-generated area, the reception mode switching unit switches the
operating mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units to the second operating mode and the broadcast area map
generation unit generates a broadcast area map and updates the broadcast area maps stored in the broadcast area
map storage unit. When the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit decides that the current position is
in a broadcast area map generated area, the reception mode switching unit switches the operating mode of the plurality
of tuner/demodulator units to the first operating mode.
[0014] Another digital broadcast reception device described herein comprises: a plurality of tuner/demodulator units
for tuning to physical channels and demodulating broadcast signals on the physical channels; a tuning control unit for
controlling operation of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units; a reception mode switching unit for switching an operating
mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units between a first operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/demodulator
units cooperatively perform diversity processing and a second operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/modulator
units operate independently; a current position detection unit for detecting a current position; a channel scan control unit
that has the reception mode switching unit switch the operating mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units to the
second operating mode, has one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform tuning for program viewing or listening,
and has another one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform a channel scan by tuning to the physical channels
sequentially and detecting receivable physical channels; a broadcast area map generation unit for generating broadcast
area maps including the receivable physical channels when the channel scan is executed, broadcast service information
regarding broadcast content of the physical channels, and current position information; a broadcast area map storage
unit for storing the generated broadcast area maps; and a broadcast service list generation unit for generating a broadcast
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service list including broadcast service information of currently receivable physical channels from the broadcast area
maps stored in the broadcast area map storage unit and the current position detected by the current position detection
unit. The broadcast area map generation unit records vertices of polygons indicating receivable areas by their coordinates
in an orthogonal coordinate system in the broadcast area map storage unit.
[0015] There is also described a digital broadcast reception device which invention comprises: a plurality of tuner/de-
modulator units for tuning to physical channels and demodulating broadcast signals on the physical channels; a tuning
control unit for controlling operation of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units; a reception mode switching unit for
switching an operating mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units between a first operating mode in which the
plurality of tuner/demodulator units cooperatively perform diversity processing and a second operating mode in which
the plurality of tuner/modulator units operate independently; a current position detection unit for detecting a current
position; a channel scan control unit that has the reception mode switching unit switch the operating mode of the plurality
of tuner/demodulator units to the second operating mode, has one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform
tuning for program viewing or listening, and has another one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform a channel
scan by tuning to the physical channels sequentially and detecting receivable physical channels; a broadcast area map
generation unit for generating broadcast area maps including the receivable physical channels when the channel scan
is executed, broadcast service information regarding broadcast content of the physical channels, and the current position;
and a broadcast area map storage unit for storing the generated broadcast area maps. The broadcast area map generation
unit records vertices of polygons indicating receivable areas by their coordinates in an orthogonal coordinate system in
the broadcast area map storage unit. From the broadcast area maps stored in the broadcast area map storage unit and
the current position detected by the current position detection unit, the tuning control unit switches a physical channel
to which the plurality of tuner/demodulator units are tuned to another physical channel receivable at the current position.
[0016] Another digital broadcast reception device described herein comprises: a plurality of tuner/demodulator units
for tuning to physical channels and demodulating broadcast signals on the physical channels; a tuning control unit for
controlling operation of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units; a reception mode switching unit for switching an operating
mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units between a first operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/demodulator
units cooperatively perform diversity processing and a second operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/modulator
units operate independently; a current position detection unit for detecting a current position; a channel scan control unit
that has the reception mode switching unit switch the operating mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units to the
second operating mode, has one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform tuning for program viewing or listening,
and has another one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform a channel scan by tuning to the physical channels
sequentially and detecting receivable physical channels; a broadcast area map generation unit for generating broadcast
area maps including the receivable physical channels when the channel scan is executed, broadcast service information
regarding broadcast content of the physical channels, and the current position; a broadcast area map storage unit for
storing the generated broadcast area maps; and a broadcast service list generation unit for generating a broadcast
service list including broadcast service information of currently receivable physical channels from the broadcast area
maps stored in the broadcast area map storage unit and the current position detected by the current position detection
unit. The broadcast area map generation unit stores, in the broadcast area map storage unit, slopes of linear functions
defining sides of polygons indicating the receivable areas, expressed in an orthogonal coordinate system, positions at
which lines represented by the linear functions intersect a coordinate axis, and information indicating whether the re-
ceivable areas are located in a positive or negative direction on the coordinate axis with respect to the lines expressed
by the linear functions.
[0017] Another digital broadcast reception device described herein comprises: a plurality of tuner/demodulator units
for tuning to physical channels and demodulating broadcast signals on the physical channels; a tuning control unit for
controlling operation of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units; a reception mode switching unit for switching an operating
mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units between a first operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/demodulator
units cooperatively perform diversity processing and a second operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/modulator
units operate independently; a current position detection unit for detecting a current position; a channel scan control unit
that has the reception mode switching unit switch the operating mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units to the
second operating mode, has one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform tuning for program viewing or listening,
and has another one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units perform a channel scan by tuning to the physical channels
sequentially and detecting receivable physical channels; a broadcast area map generation unit for generating broadcast
area maps including the receivable physical channels when the channel scan is executed, broadcast service information
regarding broadcast content of the physical channels, and the current position; a broadcast area map storage unit for
storing the generated broadcast area maps; and a broadcast service list generation unit for generating a broadcast
service list including broadcast service information of currently receivable physical channels from the broadcast area
maps stored in the broadcast area map storage unit and the current position detected by the current position detection
unit. The broadcast area map generation unit stores, in the broadcast area map storage unit, slopes of linear functions
defining sides of polygons indicating the receivable areas, expressed in an orthogonal coordinate system, positions at
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which lines represented by the linear functions intersect a coordinate axis, and information indicating whether the re-
ceivable areas are located in a positive or negative direction on the coordinate axis with respect to the lines expressed
by the linear functions. From the broadcast area maps stored in the broadcast area map storage unit and the current
position detected by the current position detection unit, the tuning control unit switches a physical channel to which the
plurality of tuner/demodulator units are tuned to another physical channel receivable at the current position.
[0018] The broadcast area map generation unit may record vertices of polygons indicating non-receivable areas
present in the receivable areas in the broadcast area map storage unit by their coordinates in the orthogonal coordinate
system.
[0019] The broadcast area map generation unit may store, in the broadcast area map storage unit, slopes of other
linear functions defining sides of the polygons indicating non-receivable areas present in the receivable areas, expressed
in the orthogonal coordinate system, positions at which lines represented by the other linear functions intersect a coor-
dinate axis, and information indicating whether the non-receivable areas are located in a positive or negative direction
on the coordinate axis with respect to the lines expressed by the other linear functions.
[0020] When a receivable area is expressed by linear inequalities of the sides of a polygon and the current position
is newly added as a receivable position, the broadcast area map generation unit in the digital broadcast reception device
may determine linear functions connecting the current position and each vertex of the polygon, determine positional
relationships between lines represented by the linear functions and vertices of the receivable area, find the linear functions
representing lines with respect to which all the vertices of the receivable area are located on the same side, and update
the area map to include the linear functions thus found as new sides of the receivable area.
[0021] The digital broadcast reception device may represent sides by linear functions, and the broadcast service list
generation unit may display a list of broadcast services receivable at the current position by substituting the current
coordinate values into the linear inequalities representing the sides of the polygons by which the broadcast areas are
approximated and deciding that the current position is in a broadcast area if the linear inequalities of the broadcast area
are all satisfied.
The digital broadcast reception device may represent sides by linear functions and the tuning control unit may switch to
another physical channel receivable at the current position by substituting the current coordinate values into the linear
inequalities representing the sides of the polygons by which the broadcast areas are approximated and deciding that
the current position is in a broadcast area if the linear inequalities of the broadcast area are all satisfied.
[0022] The digital broadcast reception device may represent sides by linear functions, and the broadcast area map
non-generated area decision unit may substitute the current coordinate values into linear inequalities representing the
sides of a polygon by which a broadcast area map generated area is approximated and decide that the current position
is a point in the broadcast area map generated area if all of the linear inequalities are satisfied.
[0023] The present invention has the effect of enabling the frequency of channel scanning to be lessened, thereby
lengthening periods of program viewing or listening by diversity reception and, accordingly, periods of program viewing
or listening based on high-quality received signals. The present invention also has the effect of enabling the accuracy
of automatic channel switching to be improved despite the longer periods of program viewing or listening by diversity
reception.

First Embodiment

[0024] FIG. 1 is a block diagram schematically illustrating the structure of the digital broadcast reception device ac-
cording to a first embodiment. As shown in FIG. 1, the digital broadcast reception device includes a first antenna 11, a
first tuner/demodulator unit 12, a first demultiplexer 13, an audio/video decoder 14, a graphics overlay unit 15, a video
output unit 16, an audio output unit 17, an operation input unit 18, and a tuning control unit 19. The digital broadcast
reception device according to the first embodiment also includes a second antenna 21, a second tuner/demodulator unit
22, a second demultiplexer 23, a reception mode switching unit 24, a channel scan control unit 25, an antenna (e.g., a
GPS antenna) 26 for use in detecting the current position, a current position detection unit 27 that detects the current
position from a signal from antenna 26, a broadcast area map generation unit 28, a broadcast area map storage unit
29, a broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30, and a broadcast service list generation unit 31.
[0025] The first antenna 11 and first tuner/demodulator unit 12 constitute one broadcast reception means or receiver.
The second antenna 21 and second tuner/demodulator unit 22 constitute another broadcast reception means or receiver.
The receiver formed by the first antenna 11 and first tuner/demodulator unit 12 and the receiver formed by the second
antenna 21 and second tuner/demodulator unit 22 can operate independently.
[0026] The reception mode switching unit 24 switches between a double tuner mode (a second operating mode) in
which a TS is output from each receiver (from the first tuner/demodulator unit 12 and from the second tuner/demodulator
unit 22) and a single tuner mode (a first operating mode) that outputs a single TS with high reception stability from the
first tuner/demodulator unit 12 by performing diversity processing on the signals received by the antennas of the two
receivers. This switching is performed when the reception mode switching unit 24 is directed to perform switching by a
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switching control signal from the channel scan control unit 25. The first tuner/demodulator unit 12, second tuner/demod-
ulator unit 22, and reception mode switching unit 24 may be included in a single broadcast signal reception unit 40.
[0027] In the single tuner mode, the second demultiplexer 23 is not used, and the output from the second tuner/de-
modulator unit 22 is input to the first tuner/demodulator unit 12. The first tuner/demodulator unit 12 performs diversity
processing on the broadcast signal from the first antenna 11 and the broadcast signal input from the first tuner/demodulator
unit 12 via the second tuner/demodulator unit 22 and reception mode switching unit 24, thereby generating a highly
stable TS, and outputs the generated TS through the first demultiplexer 13 to the audio/video decoder 14. The audio
output unit 17 outputs sound, based on an audio signal output from the audio/video decoder 14, from a speaker (not
shown), or outputs the audio signal from an output terminal (not shown). The graphics overlay unit 15 combines graphics
data with a picture based on a video signal output from the audio/video decoder 14. The video output unit 16 displays
a picture, based on a video signal output from the graphics overlay unit 15, on a display unit (not shown), or outputs the
video signal from an output terminal (not shown).
[0028] In the double tuner mode, while the first tuner/demodulator unit 12 performs tuning for program viewing or
listening, the channel scan control unit 25 detects receivable physical channels by performing a channel scan in which
physical channels (channels defined in terms of a certain unit frequency bandwidth) are sequentially tuned in. The
channel scan by the second tuner/demodulator unit 22 is carried out concurrently with the tuning for program viewing
or listening by the first tuner/demodulator unit 12 without the viewer’s awareness (carried out in the background of
program viewing or listening), so it is also known as a background channel scan. The broadcast area map generation
unit 28 generates broadcast area maps including the physical channels that were receivable when channel scans were
executed, broadcast service information related to the broadcast content of the physical channels, and the current
position, and stores the generated broadcast area maps in the broadcast area map storage unit 29. More specifically,
the broadcast area map generation unit 28 generates broadcast area maps including the receivable physical channels
on the basis of the broadcast service information obtained by the channel scan and the positional information from the
current position detection unit 27, and stores the generated broadcast area map in the broadcast area map storage unit
29 as a database for tuning and/or display of a broadcast service list. For example, the broadcast signal received by the
first antenna 11 is converted to a video signal and an audio signal and output via the first tuner/demodulator unit 12, first
demultiplexer 13, and audio/video decoder 14. At the direction of the channel scan control unit 25, however, the broadcast
signal received by the second antenna 21 is channel-scanned by use of the second tuner/demodulator unit 22 and
second demultiplexer 23, and a list of broadcast services receivable at the current location (the current position) is
generated in the broadcast area map generation unit 28.
[0029] The broadcast area map storage unit 29 stores the broadcast area map generated area information shown in
FIG. 2 and the broadcast area maps indicating a receivable area for each broadcasting station shown in FIG. 5. The
broadcast area map generated area information indicates areas for which the reception device according to this em-
bodiment has executed a receivable broadcast station detection process by channel scans at relevant positions. Ac-
cordingly, even in a broadcast area map generated area, if there are no receivable broadcast stations, it may not be
possible to obtain a receivable broadcast station by referring to the broadcast area maps.
[0030] FIG. 2 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, exemplary broadcast area map generated area information held
in the broadcast area map storage unit 29 of the digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment.
When a channel scan by the channel scan control unit 25 ends, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 creates and
updates broadcast area map generated area information as shown in FIG. 2 regardless of the presence or absence of
broadcast services provided by the receivable physical channels. A broadcast area map generated area can be depicted
as, for example, the area inside a polygon (a polygonal area). FIG. 2 shows a case in which the name of the polygonal
area (generated area name), the coordinates of its vertices, and the date of update are recorded as a broadcast area
map. The coordinates of the vertices of the polygonal area are represented by use of an orthogonal coordinate system
in which longitude (X-coordinate position) is used as the X-coordinate axis and latitude (Y-coordinate position) is used
as the Y-coordinate axis. The polygonal area may be expressed by a plurality of polygons instead of a single polygon.
In this case, the vertices of a plurality of polygons are recorded, as shown in FIG. 2 for generated area names A, B, ....
Vertex coordinates are recorded sequentially in the clockwise direction, in a form such as (xa0, ya0), (xa1, ya1), ... , (xam.
yam). Here, m is a positive integer.
[0031] The broadcast area map storage unit 29 stores, as a broadcast area map, receivable area information generated
by the broadcast area map generation unit 28 for each broadcast service as the mobile facility in which the digital
broadcast reception device is mounted moves around. The first purpose of the broadcast area map is to enable a table
of broadcast services receivable at the current position (a broadcast service list) to be provided (displayed) to the user
without need for the user to execute a channel scan operation.
[0032] FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the broadcast service list generation process by the broadcast service list
generation unit 31 of the digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment. From the broadcast area
map stored in the broadcast area map storage unit 29 and a current position detected by the current position detection
unit 27, the broadcast service list generation unit 31 generates a broadcast service list including broadcast services
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provided by currently receivable physical channels. In more concrete terms, as shown in FIG. 3, when the broadcast
service list generation unit 31 starts the broadcast service list generation process (step S11), it searches the broadcast
area map storage unit 29 based on the current position information from the current position detection unit 27 (step S12),
generates a broadcast service list indicating receivable broadcast services at the current position (step S13), outputs a
video signal including the broadcast service list to the video output unit 16 via the graphics overlay unit 15, and has the
broadcast service list displayed by the video output unit 16. The user refers to the displayed broadcast service list and
uses the operation input unit 18 to select a desired broadcast service. The broadcast service selection request from the
operation input unit 18 is input to the tuning control unit 19, which refers to the broadcast area map storage unit 29, finds
the physical channel to be tuned in, and issues a tuning command to the first tuner/demodulator unit 12. Video and audio
are thereby output by the video output unit 16 and audio output unit 17, based on the signal output via the first demultiplexer
13 and audio/video decoder 14.
[0033] The second purpose of the broadcast area map is, when the reception state of the broadcast service provided
by the physical channel that is being received worsens owing to movement of the mobile facility, to perform an automatic
switchover to a physical channel (another physical channel) providing the same program as the program that was being
viewed or listened to up until that time. Specifically, for assessment of reception status, the first tuner/demodulator unit
12 notifies the tuning control unit 19 of the C/N ratio, bit error rate, and the tuner’s PLL (Phase Locked Loop) lock
information or OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) frame lock information. In addition, the tuning control
unit 19 is notified of loss of section data (e.g., PSI (Program Specific Information)/SI (Service Information) and the like)
by the first demultiplexer 13, decode error rate information from the audio/video decoder 14, etc. When the tuning control
unit 19 decides that the broadcast signal reception status has worsened, it searches the broadcast area map storage
unit 29 for relay stations or affiliated stations with high likelihoods of broadcasting the same program at the current
position, for example, or for a program with the same broadcast service name being broadcast on a different physical
channel, and if there is a receivable broadcast service broadcasting the same program, it instructs the first tuner/de-
modulator unit 12 to switch the tuning automatically.
[0034] FIG. 4 is a drawing showing an exemplary broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the first embodiment. FIG. 4 shows an example of a broadcast service receivable area (shaded area) 50
to which broadcast station A1 sends a broadcast signal with transport stream name (TS name) or ensemble name ’oooo’.
FIG. 5 is a drawing illustrating, in tabular form, the structure of the broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast
reception device according to the first embodiment. Broadcast area maps indicating a receivable area for each broad-
casting station are shown in FIG. 5. TS names are used here for the ISDB-T (Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting-
Terrestrial), DVT-T (Digital Video Broadcasting-Terrestrial), DVB-H (Digital Video Broadcasting-Handheld), DTMB (Dig-
ital Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcast), and ATSC (Advanced Television Systems Committee) digital broadcasting stand-
ards. Ensemble names are used for the DAB (Digital Audio Broadcast), DAB+ (Digital Audio Broadcast plus), and DMB
(Digital Multimedia Broadcasting) digital broadcasting standards. In both cases, one TS or one ensemble is sent over
one physical channel and a plurality of broadcast services are present within the broadcast information. The user performs
a physical channel tuning operation to select a broadcast service and view or listen to a program. Accordingly, although
only one broadcast service name is indicated for each physical channel in the example in FIG. 5, in general, there are
a plurality of broadcast service names.
[0035] In FIGs. 4 and 5, the shape of the receivable area is polygonal; the receivable area for broadcasting station
A1, indicated by reference number 50 in FIG. 4, is the area inside the polygon defined by the points Point10 (x10, y10),
Point11 (x11, y11), Point12 (x12, y12), ..., Point1m (x1m, y1m), which are shown in clockwise order. The corresponding
coordinates of the vertices of the receivable area 50 are recorded in clockwise order in the broadcast area map information
51 for broadcasting station A1 in the broadcast area map storage unit 29 shown in FIG. 5. The vertex coordinates (x10,
y10), (x11, y11), ..., (x1m, y1m) are indicated in an orthogonal coordinate system with longitude used as the X-coordinate
axis and latitude used as the Y-coordinate axis. If the physical channels (relay station CHs) of the relay stations and the
physical channels of the affiliated stations (affiliated station CHs) are recorded as listed in the right side columns in FIG.
5 from the section data (e.g., PSI/IS information) received in channel scans, an alternative physical channel with high
likelihood of broadcasting the same program can be obtained by reference to the table in FIG. 5 and automatic switchover
can be achieved in a short time. Since a physical channel with the same broadcast service name is highly likely to be
broadcasting the same program, the broadcast area map storage unit 29 preferably also records broadcast service names.
[0036] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating broadcast area map non-generated area decision process by the digital broadcast
reception device according to the first embodiment. When the start of the broadcast area map non-generated area
decision process starts (step S21), the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 receives current position
information from the current position detection unit 27 and refers to the broadcast area map generated area information
(in FIG. 2, for example) in the broadcast area map storage unit 29, thereby finding whether a broadcast area map
corresponding to the current position has already been generated or not (step S22). The broadcast area map non-
generated area decision unit 30 thus decides whether or not the current position is included in a broadcast area map
generated area (step S23); if it decides that the current position is in the broadcast area map non-generated area, the
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broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 notifies the channel scan control unit 25 of entry to the broadcast
area map non-generated area (step S24). On receiving this notification, the channel scan control unit 25 notifies the
reception mode switching unit 24 that it should operate in the double tuner mode, and in parallel with the viewing or
listening operations by the first tuner/demodulator unit 12, a channel scan is started by the second tuner/demodulator
unit 22. On the other hand, when it decides that the current position has entered a broadcast area map generated area,
the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 notifies the channel scan control unit 25 of entry to a
broadcast area map generated area (step S25), stops the channel scan, and starts operation in the single tuner mode.
In the single tuner mode, video display and audio output of the program are carried out on the basis of a diversity-
processed broadcast signal of high reception stability.
[0037] When the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 decides that the current position is in a
broadcast area map generated area, the digital broadcast reception device basically operates in the single tuner mode,
but it can be made to execute other operations. During program viewing or listening the channel scan control unit 25
obtains section data (e.g., PSI/SI) from the first demultiplexer 13, from which it obtains network configuration information
and broadcast service configuration information. If a change in the network configuration or broadcast service configu-
ration is detected, for example, if a change in configuration information, such as the loss of a broadcast service or a
change in its physical channel of transmission, a change in a network identification value or broadcast service identification
value, or a change in a network name, TS name, ensemble name, or broadcast service name is detected, the broadcast
service configurations on the other physical channels are likely to have changed, so the channel scan control unit 25
notifies the reception mode switching unit 24 that it should operate in the double tuner mode. Then a channel scan is
started by the second tuner/demodulator unit 22, which is a broadcast reception means or receiver separate from the
first tuner/demodulator unit 12, which is carrying out broadcast signal viewing or listening operations, and based on the
results of the channel scan, the broadcast area map stored in the broadcast area map storage unit 29 is updated.
[0038] Furthermore, when the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 decides that the current
position is in a broadcast area map generated area, after the elapse of a certain period of time, in order to have the
second tuner/demodulator unit 22, which is a broadcast reception means or receiver separate from the first tuner/de-
modulator unit 12 that is carrying out broadcast signal viewing or listening operations, periodically perform a channel
scan, the channel scan control unit 25 may notify the reception mode switching unit 24 that it should operate in the
double tuner mode, thereby starting a channel scan, and may monitor whether the broadcast area map is updated or
not. Basically, broadcast networks and broadcast service configurations are not changed frequently, and according to
the configuration in the first embodiment, a broadcast area map indicating receivable areas for each broadcast service
is generated and stored, so this periodic monitoring need not be carried out frequently; it need only be carried out at
relatively long intervals, such as once every several days.
[0039] FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating operations in channel scanning by the digital broadcast reception device ac-
cording to the first embodiment; FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating the reliable channel scan operation (subroutine) shown
in FIG. 7; FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating the high-speed channel scan operation (subroutine) shown in FIG. 7. Reliable
channel scan means that all physical channels are scanned. High-speed channel scan means that only some of the
physical channels are scanned. A reliable channel scan can obtain highly reliable channel scan results, but the channel
scan takes a long time. With a high-speed channel scan, the channel scan can be completed in a short time, but the
reliability of the channel scan results is low.
[0040] As shown in FIG. 7, when the channel scan control unit 25 decides that the conditions for starting a channel
scan are met, the channel scan is started (step S30). When the channel scan starts, first, the channel scan control unit
25 instructs the reception mode switching unit 24 to change to the double tuner mode (step S31), and a reliable channel
scan is executed twice (steps S32 and S33).
[0041] As shown in FIG. 8, when the reliable channel scan operation starts (step S320), the channel scan control unit
25 selects one of the physical channels (step S321) and has the second tuner/demodulator unit 22 execute tuning (step
S322). Then the channel scan control unit 25 decides, on the basis of the power level of the received signal, for example,
whether or not there is a broadcast signal on the tuned physical channel (step S323). When the channel scan control
unit 25 decides that there is no broadcast signal on the tuned physical channel, it decides whether the channel scan of
all candidates (all physical channels to be scanned) has been completed (step S328); if the channel scan has not been
completed, it decides the next physical channel (step S321) and has the second tuner/demodulator unit 22 execute
tuning (step S322). When the channel scan control unit 25 decides that there is a broadcast signal on the tuned physical
channel, it makes an additional frame lock decision (step S324). In the frame lock decision, in the case of ISDB-T, for
example, the channel scan control unit 25 performs a CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) error check or a periodic syn-
chronous word check on the TMCC (Transmission and Multiplexing Configuration and Control) signal to decide whether
or not the channel is the desired digital broadcast wave which the device should be receiving. If frame lock fails, it decides
whether the channel scan of all candidate physical channels has been completed (step S328); if the channel scan of all
candidate physical channels has not been completed, it decides the next physical channel (step S321) and has the
second tuner/demodulator unit 22 execute tuning (step S322). When frame lock is acquired, the channel scan control
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unit 25 further starts a PSI/SI section filtering process (step S325), and obtains PSI/SI information. If the PSI/SI information
cannot be obtained in a given period of time (step S326), the channel scan control unit 25 decides whether the channel
scan of all candidate physical channels has been completed (step S328); if the channel scan has not been completed,
the channel scan control unit 25 decides the next physical channel (step S321) and has the second tuner/demodulator
unit 22 execute tuning (step S322). When the PSI/SI information has been received (step S326), the channel scan
control unit 25 retrieves broadcast service information from the received PSI/SI information and stores the physical
channel, the power level of the received signal, and the current position as received information in the temporary storage
area 25a (step S327). The channel scan control unit 25 then decides whether the scan of all candidates has been
completed (step S328), and continues repeatedly choosing physical channels (step S321), having the second tuner/de-
modulator unit 22 execute tuning, and deciding whether or not a broadcast signal is present until the channel scan of
all candidate physical channels is complete. When the channel scan of all candidate physical channels is completed
(step S328), the process exits the reliable channel scan subroutine and returns to step S33 or S34 in the flowchart in FIG. 7.
[0042] After the reliable channel scan has been executed twice (steps S32 and S33), the channel scan control unit
25 selects physical channels whose reception states changed by an amount equal to or greater than a certain reference
level in the first and second channel scans as candidate physical channels for the next channel scan (step S34-(1)).
Physical channels other than the ones selected in step S34-(1) are also selected by the channel scan control unit 25 as
candidate physical channels for the next channel scan if they are near the non-receivable level, more specifically, if their
power level is within a certain plus-or-minus range centered on a predetermined threshold power level at which a physical
channel is determined to be non-receivable (step S34-2). The channel scan control unit 25 continues by carrying out a
high-speed channel scan by scanning only these candidate physical channels (step S35). The channel scan control unit
25 excludes physical channels other than the physical channels satisfying the conditions in steps S34-(1) and S34-(2)
from the high-speed channel scan, considering their reception states to be unchanged.
[0043] As shown in FIG. 9, in a high-speed channel scan, from among all physical channels, the channel scan control
unit 25 selects one (step S351) and has the second tuner/demodulator unit 22 execute tuning (step S352). Then the
channel scan control unit 25 decides, from the power level of the received signal, whether there is a broadcast signal
on the tuned physical channel (step S353). If there is no broadcast signal on the tuned physical channel, the channel
scan control unit 25 refers to the temporary storage area 25a and decides whether or not a broadcast service was
present on the same physical channel the previous time (step S361); if no broadcast service was present, it decides
whether or not the scan of all candidates is completed (step S360). If the scan is completed, the channel scan control
unit 25 decides the next physical channel (step S351) and has the second tuner/demodulator unit 22 execute tuning
(step S352). If there was a broadcast service on the same physical channel in step S361, the channel scan control unit
25 deletes the physical channel from the temporary storage area 25a (step S362). In this case, since the signal on the
physical channel has changed from receivable to non-receivable, the physical channel that was deleted is treated as
having unstable reception and is made a candidate physical channel for the next channel scan, that is, a candidate
physical channel to be rechecked (step S359). Then the channel scan control unit 25 decides whether or not the scan
of all candidates is completed (step S360), and if any candidate physical channel is left, it executes tuning on the next
physical channel.
[0044] If the channel scan control unit 25 decides that a broadcast signal is present on the tuned physical channel in
step S353, it refers to the temporary storage area 25a and decides whether or not there was a broadcast service on the
same physical channel in the previous scan of the same physical channel (step S354); if there was, the channel scan
control unit 25 decides that there has been no change in the reception state and has the second tuner/demodulator unit
22 execute tuning to the next physical channel. When the channel scan control unit 25 decides whether a broadcast
service was present on the same physical channel the previous time (step S354), if no broadcast service was present,
then since a new signal has been detected, the channel scan control unit 25 makes a frame lock decision (step S355).
If frame lock fails, and if the scan of all candidate physical channels is not completed (step S360), the channel scan
control unit 25 has the second tuner/demodulator unit 22 execute tuning on the next physical channel (steps S351 and
S352). When frame lock is acquired, the channel scan control unit 25 starts a PSI/SI section filtering process (step S356),
and obtains PSI/SI information (step S357). If the PSI/SI information cannot be obtained in a given period of time, and
if the channel scan has not been completed, the channel scan control unit 25 has the second tuner/demodulator unit 22
execute tuning on the next physical channel (steps S351 and S352). If the PSI/SI information can be received in step
S357, the channel scan control unit 25 retrieves broadcast service information from the received PSI/SI information and
stores the physical channel, the power level of the received signal, and the current position as received information (step
S358). Since a broadcast service that was not present the previous time has been newly detected, the channel has
unstable reception and the channel scan control unit 25 makes it a candidate for the next channel scan, thus making
the physical channel a candidate for reconfirmation (step S359). If the scan is not completed (step S360), the channel
scan control unit 25 has the second tuner/demodulator unit 22 execute tuning on the next physical channel (step S351
and S352). When the scan of all candidates is completed (step S360), the channel scan control unit 25 returns the
process from the high-speed channel scan subroutine to step S36 in FIG. 7.
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[0045] If there is a physical channel that was determined to be a candidate for the next channel scan in step S359 in
FIG. 9, after the completion of the high-speed channel scan subroutine processing (step S35) in the flowchart in FIG.
7, the channel scan control unit 25 executes a high-speed channel scan again. If there is no candidate physical channel
for the next channel scan, the channel scan control unit 25 notifies the broadcast area map generation unit 28, which
generates broadcast area maps from the information generated by the channel scan in the temporary storage area 25a,
and updates the broadcast area maps in the broadcast area map storage unit 29 (step S37). The channel scan control
unit 25 also notifies the reception mode switching unit 24 that it should operate in the single tuner mode (step S38), and
ends the channel scan.
[0046] As described above, with the digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment, the timings
at which a channel scan is executed are the times when the device is moving within a broadcast area map non-generated
area, the times when the device is moving in a broadcast area map generated area but a change in network configuration
or broadcast service configuration is detected on the physical channel being viewed or listened to, and the times of
periodic channel scans, which take place at relatively long intervals such as once every several days; this timing policy
can extend the periods of program viewing or listening by diversity reception with highly stable received signals, and by
improving reception performance, can provide high quality pictures and sound.
[0047] Even while moving within a broadcast area map generated area, the digital broadcast reception device according
to the first embodiment starts a channel scan in the double tuner mode when a change in the network configuration or
broadcast service configuration is detected on the physical channel being viewed or listened to, so the broadcast area
maps can also be updated when the network configuration and broadcast service configuration change, and can ac-
cordingly be kept up-to-date.
[0048] Moreover, even while moving within a broadcast area map generated area, the digital broadcast reception
device according to the first embodiment executes periodic channel scans at relatively long intervals such as once every
several days, so even if the network configuration or broadcast service configuration of a broadcast service other than
the one being viewed or listened to changes, the change can be detected the broadcast area map can be updated; since
the intervals between periodic channel scan executions can be made relatively long, the periods of diversity reception
in the single tuner mode can be lengthened.
[0049] Furthermore, since a broadcast area map of each broadcast service is automatically created by the channel
scans, when the digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment is moving within a broadcast area
map generated area, a list of receivable broadcast services at the current position can be presented to the user without
requiring any user channel scan operations, providing improved convenience when mounted on a mobile facility.
[0050] In addition, since a broadcast area map of each broadcast service is automatically created by the channel
scans and is recorded together with the physical channels and broadcast service names of relay stations and affiliated
stations, when the digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment is moving within a broadcast
area map generated area but is leaving the receivable area of the broadcast service being viewed or listened to, when
the reception state becomes unstable, the device can automatically switch over to a relay station or an affiliated station
with a high likelihood of broadcasting the same program, or to a physical channel on which a broadcast service with the
same name is broadcasting, providing seamless program viewing/listening.
[0051] Moreover, with the digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment, in the operation of the
channel scan control unit 25, the previous channel scan result is compared with the current channel scan result and a
follow-up scan is carried out only on physical channels with reception states that have changed by a certain reference
level or more and physical channels near the threshold receiving power level; the reception state sampling cycle of
physical channels that are in an unstable reception state because the device is near the boundary of their receivable
areas is thus shortened, whereby the accuracy of the results of channel scanning can be improved near the boundaries
of receivable areas with a comparatively short channel scanning time.
[0052] Furthermore, in the above follow-up scan, if it was decided in the previous channel scan that there was a
broadcast service and it is also decided from the received signal power level in the current channel scan that a broadcast
signal is present, the same broadcast service as in the previous channel scan is decided to be present without executing
the frame lock decision and PSI/SI information acquisition decision that would normally be executed next, so the decision
ends within the time required for the signal presence check, and the frame lock confirmation and PSI/SI information
acquisition decisions can be omitted. The signal presence check generally takes a few hundred milliseconds, whereas
the frame lock decision takes about a second and the PSI/SI acquisition decision takes several seconds, so the channel
scan can be greatly speeded up by omitting the frame lock decision and PSI/SI acquisition decision, the channel scan
finishes in a short time, the signals from all antennas can therefore be used for program viewing or listening more often,
and a reception device with high reception stability and high sound and picture quality can be provided.
[0053] In addition, in the above follow-up channel scan, when no broadcast service was present in the previous channel
scan and no broadcast signal is determined to be present from the power level of the received signal in the current
channel scan, it is decided that no broadcast service is present, so the channel scan can be speeded up, and in a short
time the channel scan is finished and the signals from all antennas can be used for viewing and listening, whereby a
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device with high reception stability and high sound and picture quality can be provided.
[0054] Moreover, in the above follow-up channel scan, when no broadcast service was present in the previous channel
scan but a broadcast signal is determined to be present from the power level of the received signal in the current channel
scan, even if frame lock and PSI/SI information can be acquired, the channel is scanned as an unstable channel in the
next channel scan, whereby the accuracy of channel scan results in the vicinity of an unstable channel area boundary
can be improved.
[0055] Furthermore, in the above follow-up channel scan, when a broadcast service was present in the previous
channel scan but no broadcast signal is determined to be present from the power level of the received signal in the
current channel scan, the channel is scanned as an unstable channel in the next channel scan, whereby the accuracy
of channel scan results in the vicinity of an unstable channel area boundary can be improved.
[0056] When making a database of broadcast service information and receivable areas for the physical channels, the
digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment also expresses them as polygonal areas, using a
coordinate system with longitude and latitude as the coordinate axes, and only has to record the coordinates of the
vertices of the polygonal areas; accordingly, the required memory size can be reduced as compared with recording data
by partitioning the coordinate plane represented by longitude and latitude into a mesh.

Second Embodiment

[0057] FIG. 10 is a drawing showing an exemplary broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the second embodiment; FIG. 11 is a drawing illustrating, in tabular form, the structure of the broadcast
area map stored in the digital broadcast reception device according to the second embodiment. The difference from the
first embodiment is that a non-receivable area (the white area in the shaded area) is added inside the receivable area
(shaded area) of the broadcast area map generated by the digital broadcast reception device according to the first
embodiment. The description of the second embodiment will also refer to FIG. 1.
[0058] In FIG. 10, an example of the receivable area 60 of a broadcast service being transmitted by a certain broadcast
station A1 with TS name or an ensemble name ’oooo’ is shown; in FIG. 11, the receivable area of each broadcasting
station is shown in tabular form. FIGs. 10 and 11 depict a case in which the receivable area 60 includes a non-receivable
area 61. In FIG. 10, the non-receivable area 61 is represented as the area (white) inside a polygon (a triangle in FIG.
10) having vertices NGPoint10 (x10NG, y10NG), NGPoint11 (x11NG, y11NG), and NGPoint12 (x12NG, y12NG), indicated in
clockwise order. The non-receivable area corresponding to broadcasting station A1 is recorded as indicated by reference
numeral 62 in FIG. 11, by recording the vertices of the non-receivable area as well as the receivable area in clockwise
order. Each vertex is represented in the orthogonal coordinate system represented by longitude as the X-coordinate
axis and latitude as the Y-coordinate axis; the vertex coordinates (x10NG, y10NG), (x11NG, Y11NG), (x12NG, y12NG) are
stored. In addition, although not shown, the physical channels of the relay stations and affiliated stations are recorded
as in the first embodiment from the section data (e.g., PSI/SI information) received in channel scans, so that when the
broadcast signal reception state worsens, an alternative physical channel with a high likelihood of broadcasting the same
program can be recognized by referring to the table in FIG. 11, and quick automatic switching can be implemented.
Since the same program is very likely to be broadcast with the same broadcast service name, the broadcast service
name is preferably recorded in the broadcast area map.
[0059] Since, as described above, the digital broadcast reception device according to the second embodiment repre-
sents a broadcast area as a polygonal area even when the receivable area includes a non-receivable area, the required
memory size can be reduced as compared with recording data by partitioning the coordinate plane represented by
longitude and latitude into a mesh.
[0060] Regarding points other than the above, the second embodiment is the same as the first embodiment.

Third Embodiment

[0061] FIG. 12 is a drawing showing an exemplary broadcast area map stored in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the third embodiment; FIG. 13 is a drawing illustrating the structure of the broadcast area maps stored in
the digital broadcast reception device according to the third embodiment. The structure of the broadcast area maps in
the digital broadcast reception device according to the third embodiment differs from the structure of the broadcast area
maps generated by the digital broadcast reception device according to the first embodiment. The description of the third
embodiment will also refer to FIG. 1.
[0062] In FIG. 12, an example of a receivable area 70 of the broadcast service being transmitted by a certain broadcast
station A1 with the TS name or ensemble name ’oooo’ is shown; in FIG. 13, the receivable area of each broadcasting
station is shown in tabular form. The digital broadcast reception device according to the third embodiment is the same
as in the first and second embodiments in that receivable areas, and non-receivable areas inside receivable areas, are
represented as polygons, but differs from the digital broadcast reception devices in the first and second embodiment in
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that instead of recording the vertices of the polygon defining an area, it represents the sides defining the polygon by
linear functions. For example, when the linear function defining a side of the polygon indicating the receivable area 70
is represented in an orthogonal coordinate system, information indicating the slope, information indicating the position
at which the line represented by the linear function intersects a coordinate axis (e.g., the Y-axis), and information indicating
whether the receivable area is located in the positive direction or negative direction on a coordinate axis (e.g., the Y-
axis) with respect to the line represented by the linear function is stored in the broadcast area map generation unit 28.
When another linear function defining a side of the polygon indicating the non-receivable area 71 in the receivable area
70 is represented in the orthogonal coordinate system, information indicating the slope, information indicating the position
at which the line represented by the linear function intersects a coordinate axis (e.g., the Y-axis), and information indicating
whether the non-receivable area 71 is located in the positive direction or negative direction on the coordinate axis (e.g.,
Y-axis) with respect to the line represented by the linear function is also stored in the broadcast area map generation
unit 28.
[0063] More specifically, side 72 in FIG. 12 is represented by the linear function Y = a10X + b10, side 73 by the linear
function Y = a11X + b11, side 74 by the linear function Y = a12X + b12, side 75 by the linear function Y = a13X + b13, and
side 76 by the linear function Y = a14X + b14. The receivable area 70 is part of the area enclosed by sides 72 to 76.
Accordingly, the receivable area 70 is the area below side 72 (the area represented by Y < a10X + b10), above side 73
(the area represented by Y > a11X + b11), above side 74 (the area represented by Y > a12X + b12), below side 75 (the
area represented by Y < a13X + b13), and below side 75 (the area represented by Y < a14X + b14).
[0064] Side 91 of the non-receivable area 71 is represented by the linear function Y = a15X + b15, side 92 by the linear
function Y = a16X + b16, and side 93 by the linear function Y = a17X + b17. The non-receivable area 71 is the area
enclosed by sides 91 to 93. Accordingly, the non-receivable area 71 includes the area below side 91 (the area represented
by Y < a15X + b15), above side 92 (the area represented by Y > a16X + b16), and above side 93 (the area represented
by Y > a17X + b17).
[0065] The recording format shown in FIG. 13, for example, is used to record the broadcast area map in the operation
input unit 18. The symbol ’<’ on the left in the entry ’<, a10, b10’ indicated by reference numeral 94, for example, means
that the latitudes Y of the receivable area are located in the latitude area below the line represented by a10X + b10. The
other values in the entry ’<, a10, b10’ mean that the slope of side 72 is a10 and the intercept (intersection with the Y-axis)
is b10. The following sides 73 to 76 are recorded similarly, in clockwise order. The data of the non-receivable area inside
the receivable area are recorded in the same way, as indicated by reference numerals 96 and 97 in FIG. 13. Furthermore,
the broadcast area map generated area information, which was recorded by using the vertices of polygons in FIG. 2,
may also be denoted by the slopes and intercepts (intersections with the Y-axis) of the sides connecting the vertices,
with inequality signs to indicate the area, as shown in FIG. 13.
[0066] FIG. 14 is a drawing showing an exemplary broadcast area map to which a current position is newly added as
a receivable point in the digital broadcast reception device according to the third embodiment. FIG. 15 is a flowchart
illustrating the broadcast area map expansion process in the digital broadcast reception device according to the third
embodiment. FIG. 14 illustrates a case in which an existing receivable area 70 is already recorded and the current
position 80 is found to be in the receivable area as a result of a channel scan at the current position 80. In this case, the
area (cross-hatched area) enclosed by sides 81, 74, and 85 is newly added as a receivable area. FIG. 15 illustrates the
operation of the broadcast area map generation unit 28 in the broadcast area map expansion process at this time. When
the broadcast area map expansion process is started (step S41), the broadcast area map generation unit 28 substitutes
the coordinates of the current position 80 into the linear functions defining the sides (72, 73, 74, 75, 76 in FIG. 14) of
the receivable area 70 (step 42). Next, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 decides from the substitution results
whether or not the magnitude relations relating Y to X are satisfied for all sides (step S43); if they are satisfied, it decides
that the current position is inside the existing receivable area 70 (step S47), and does not carry out the process of adding
information to the broadcast area map. When the broadcast area map generation unit 28 decides whether or not the
magnitude relations relating Y to X are satisfied for all the sides, if they are not all satisfied, the current position is decided
to be a new vertex outside the existing receivable area (step S44), and the linear functions of lines connecting it to each
vertex of the existing receivable area 70 are determined (step S45). Then the broadcast area map generation unit 28
checks the positional relations between the lines indicated by the determined linear functions and the vertices of the
receivable area 70, and finds the linear functions for which all vertices of the receivable area 70 are located on the same
side relative to the indicated line. For example, in FIG. 14, among the lines (sides) connecting the current position 80 to
vertices 101 to 105, indicated by corresponding linear functions, because vertex 104 is located in the positive direction
of the Y-axis relative to line 82 but vertices 101 to 103 are located in the negative direction of the Y-axis, the linear
function of line 82 is not a linear function of a line relative to which the vertices of the receivable area 70 are all located
on the same side (e.g., in the positive direction or negative direction of the Y-axis). Similarly, because vertices 104 and
105 are located in the positive direction of the Y-axis relative to line 83 but vertices 102 and 103 are located in the
negative direction of the Y-axis, the linear function of line 83 is not a linear function of a line relative to which the vertices
of the receivable area 70 are all located on the same side (e.g., in the positive direction or negative direction of the Y-
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axis). Also in FIG. 14, because vertices 104, 105, and 101 are located in the positive direction of the Y-axis relative to
line 84 but vertex 103 is located in the negative direction of the Y-axis, the linear function of line 84 is not the linear
function of a line relative to which the vertices of the receivable area 70 are all located on the same side (e.g., in the
positive direction or negative direction of the Y-axis). On the other hand, because vertices 101 to 103 and 105 in FIG.
14 are located in the positive direction of the Y-axis relative to line 81 and there is no vertex in the negative direction,
the linear function of line 81 is the linear function of a line relative to which the vertices of the receivable area 70 are all
located on the same side (e.g., in the positive direction or negative direction of the Y-axis). Similarly, in FIG. 14, because
vertices 101, 102, 104 and 105 are located in the positive direction of the Y-axis relative to line 85 and there is no vertex
in the negative direction, the linear function of the line 85 is the linear function of a line relative to which the vertices of
the receivable area 70 are all located on the same side (e.g., in the positive direction or negative direction of
the Y-axis). In this way, lines (sides) 81 and 85 are decided to be sides of the expanded portion of the receivable area,
so the slopes and intercepts (e.g., intersections with the Y-axis) of these sides and an inequality sign indicating the
direction of the area are added to the broadcast area map.
[0067] As described above, with the digital broadcast reception device according to the third embodiment, receivable
areas 70 and non-receivable areas 71 inside the receivable areas are represented as polygonal areas defined by vertices
with longitude and latitude used as the coordinate axes, the sides of each polygon are represented by linear functions,
and the slopes and intercepts (intersections with the Y-axis) of the sides and information indicating whether the area
lies above or below the linear function are recorded, so the required memory size can be reduced as compared with
recording data by partitioning the coordinate plane represented by longitude and latitude into a mesh.
[0068] Regarding points other than the above, the third embodiment is the same as the first and second embodiments.

Fourth Embodiment

[0069] When vertex 80 (the current position) is added as a new vertex of the area in FIG. 14, which is related to the
third embodiment, and lines 81 and 85 are added as new lines (sides of this polygonal area), line 74 becomes unnecessary,
but the digital broadcast reception device according to the third embodiment does not delete unnecessary lines. Accord-
ingly, the recording space in the memory used for storing the parameters of the linear inequality expressing the unnec-
essary line is wasted, and the memory capacity may have to be increased. Moreover, since the linear expression
representing the no longer needed line 74 remains as a side indicating a boundary of the area, the expansion of the
polygonal area does not change the area satisfying all the linear inequalities indicating the polygonal area; this area is
still the area enclosed by points 101, 102, 103, 104, and 105 in FIG. 14. Therefore, if the ’determined area’ is determined
to be the area satisfying all the linear inequalities defining the polygonal area, then after a new receivable point of the
broadcast wave from a certain broadcasting station A1, for example, has been found and the receivable area of the
broadcast wave from broadcasting station A1 has been expanded to include that point as a new vertex, on return to that
point again, it will not be decided that the broadcast wave from broadcasting station A1 is receivable and broadcasting
station A1 will not be treated as a broadcasting station to which reception can be switched. The digital broadcast reception
device according to the fourth embodiment additionally solves this problem. The description of the fourth embodiment
will also refer to FIG. 1.
[0070] FIG. 16 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, an example of information about broadcast area map generated
areas stored in the broadcast area map storage unit in the digital broadcast reception device according to the fourth
embodiment. The broadcast area map generated area information includes the area number, the date of update, the
coordinates of the vertices constituting the area, and the parameters of its linear expressions (the linear expressions or
linear functions expressing the sides (boundary lines) of the polygonal area). The linear expressions here are linear
equations when expressing the boundary of an area, but when expressing conditions satisfied within the area (the range
of the area) the linear expressions are linear inequalities in which the equal sign of the linear equation is replaced with
an inequality sign (a strict inequality sign ’>’ or ’<’, or a non-strict inequality sign ’≥’ or ’≤’). The number of linear expressions
of the area is the same as the number of vertices of the area; the case in which the lower limit of this number is three
will now be described.
[0071] In the coordinates, denoted (xi,j,k, yi,j,k), of the vertices of the area and the parameters, denoted ai,j,k, bi,j,k, ci,j,k,
and di,j,k, of the linear expressions of the area, the first (leftmost) subscript i has the following meaning: i = 1 means that
the parameter is a parameter of a broadcast area map generated area; i = 2 means that the parameter is a parameter
of a receivable area; i = 3 means that the parameter is a parameter of a non-receivable area. The second (middle)
subscript j indicates the number of the area to which the parameter belongs. The third (rightmost) subscript k indicates
that the parameter is the k-th parameter of the area. The coordinates of the vertices of the area are recorded in clockwise
or counterclockwise order.
[0072] Among the parameters ai,j,k, bi,j,k, ci,j,k, and di,j,k representing the linear expressions of an area, parameter ci,j,k
is zero (ci,j,k = 0) if the line is parallel to the longitude line and one (ci,j,k = 1) otherwise. Parameter bi,j,k can take any
value. When ci,j,k = 0, ai,j,k is one (ai,j,k = 1) ; when ci,j,k = 1, parameter ai,j,k can take any value. Parameter di,j,k indicates
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the inequality sign ’≤’ or ’≥’. When di,j,k indicates ’≥’, the linear expression is represented by the following expression (1) 

[0073] The area satisfying all the linear expressions of the area represents the range of the area.
[0074] The following expression (2) represents the line connecting the k-th vertex and the (k + 1)-th vertex. 

[0075] When (k + 1) exceeds the number of the vertices n, however, this expression represents the line connecting
the k-th vertex and the first vertex.
[0076] Among the broadcast area map generated area information, the area number, the update time, and the coor-
dinates of the vertices of the area are stored not only in volatile memory but also in a flash memory or another non-
volatile memory, thereby preventing the loss of these data when the power of the digital broadcast reception device is
turned off. The parameters of the linear expressions need only be stored in volatile memory; they need not necessarily
be stored in nonvolatile memory. The volatile memory and nonvolatile memory are provided in, for example, the broadcast
area map storage unit 29.
[0077] FIG. 17 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, exemplary receivable area information stored in the digital
broadcast reception device according to the fourth embodiment. The receivable area information includes the area
number, the TS name or ensemble name, the broadcast service name, the coordinates of the vertices of the area, and
the parameters of the linear expressions of the area.
[0078] Among the receivable area information, the area number, physical CH, TS name or ensemble name, and
coordinates of the vertices of the area are stored in both volatile memory and flash memory or another type of nonvolatile
memory to prevent the loss of these data even when the power of the digital broadcast reception device is off. The
parameters of the linear expressions of the area need only be stored in volatile memory and need not necessarily be
stored in nonvolatile memory.
[0079] FIG. 18 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, exemplary non-receivable area information stored in the digital
broadcast reception device according to the fourth embodiment. The non-receivable area information includes the area
number, the area number of the receivable area to which the area belongs, the coordinates of the vertices of the area,
and the parameters of the linear expressions of the area. Duplication of receivable area numbers is allowed. More
specifically, in the non-receivable area information, one receivable area may have a plurality of non-receivable areas.
[0080] Among the non-receivable area information, the area number, the number of the receivable area to which the
area belongs, and the coordinates of the vertices of the area are stored in both volatile memory and flash memory or
another type of nonvolatile memory to prevent the loss of these data when the power of the digital broadcast reception
device is off. The parameters of the linear expressions of the area need only be stored in volatile memory and need not
necessarily be stored in nonvolatile memory.
[0081] FIG. 19 is a drawing showing an exemplary area expansion in the digital broadcast reception device according
to the fourth embodiment. The pentagonal hatched area 100 in FIG. 19 represents the unexpanded area. Point 101
indicates the first vertex of area 100; point 102 indicates the second vertex of area 100; point 103 indicates the third
vertex of area 100; point 104 indicates the fourth vertex of area 100; point 105 indicates the fifth vertex of area 100. The
coordinates of the k-th (k = 1, 2, ..., 5) vertex are expressed as (xi,j,k, yi,j,k). The linear expression (linear equation)
representing the line connecting the k-th vertex and the (k + 1)-th vertex (or, if (k + 1) exceeds 5, the line connecting the
k-th vertex and the first vertex) is the following expression (3). 

The linear expressions of the area are the following expressions (4) to (8). 
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[0082] Point 111 indicates the current position p, and point 112 indicates another current position q. Let the coordinates
of current position p be (xp, yp) and the coordinates of current position q be (xq, yq). Line 121 indicates a line connecting
current position p and the first vertex 101; line 122 indicates a line connecting current position p and the second vertex
102; line 123 indicates a line connecting current position p and the third vertex 103; line 124 indicates a line connecting
current position p and the fourth vertex 104; line 125 indicates a line connecting current position p and the fifth vertex
105. Lines 122 and 123 coincide; both are the same line. The linear expression (linear equation) representing the line
connecting current position p and the k-th vertex is the following expression (9). 

The linear expressions to be added by area expansion are the following expressions (linear inequalities) (10) and (11). 

The linear expressions to be deleted in the area expansion are the following expressions (linear inequalities) (12) and (13). 

The vertex to be deleted in the area expansion is vertex 103.
[0083] FIG. 20 is a flowchart illustrating the area map expansion process in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the fourth embodiment. This area map expansion process is applicable to the expansion of a broadcast
area map generated area, the expansion of a receivable area, and the expansion of a broadcast area map non-generated
area. First, in step S101, the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 (FIG. 1) substitutes the coordinates
of the current position into all the linear expressions of the area and advances the process to step S102.
[0084] If substitution of the coordinates of the current position into any of the linear expressions makes the linear
expression untrue, from step S102 the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 advances the process
to step S103; if all the resulting linear expressions are true, the process ends. For example, at current position p in FIG.
19, the process proceeds to step S103 because, among the linear expressions obtained by the substitution of the
coordinates (xp, yp) of current position p into expressions (4) to (8), the following expression (14) obtained by substitution
into expression (7) is untrue. 

At current position q in FIG. 19, however, all the linear expressions obtained by substitution of the coordinates (xq, yq)
of current position q into expressions (4) to (8) are true, so the process ends.
[0085] In step S103, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 (FIG. 1) treats the current position as a new vertex
and advances the process to step S104.
[0086] In step S104, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 calculates the parameters of the linear expressions
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to be added. In FIG. 19, for example, the linear expressions to be added are the following expressions (15) and (16), 

The broadcast area map generation unit 28 determines a’i,j,2, b’i,j,2, c’i,j,2, and d’i,j,2 (the ’≥’ inequality sign) and a’i,j,4,
b’i,j,4, c’i,j,4, and d’i,j,4 (the ’≥’ inequality sign), which are the parameters of expressions (15) and (16). The details of the
process of calculating the parameters of the linear expressions to be added will be described later by use of the flowchart
in FIG. 21.
[0087] In step S105, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 determines the linear expressions to be deleted. In
the processing for FIG. 19, for example, the following expressions (17) and (18) (corresponding to expressions (5) and
(6)) are designated for deletion. 

The details of the process for determining the linear expressions to be deleted will be described later by use of the
flowchart in FIG. 22.
[0088] In step S106, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 determines the vertices to be deleted. A vertex is to
be deleted when both of its linear expressions are deleted. For example, points 101 and 105 in FIG. 19 are not determined
to be vertices to be deleted because none of their linear expressions are deleted. As for point 102, although the following
expression (17), which is one of its linear expressions, is deleted, 

the following expression (19), which is its other linear expression, is not deleted, 

 so the broadcast area map generation unit 28 does not decide that point 102 is a vertex to be deleted.
[0089] The broadcast area map generation unit 28 decides that point 103 is a vertex to be deleted because both of
its linear expressions, which are the following expressions (17) and (18), are deleted. 

[0090] As for point 104, although the following expression (18), which is one of its linear expressions, is deleted 

the following expression (20), which is its other linear expression, is not deleted, 
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so the broadcast area map generation unit 28 does not decide that point 104 is a vertex to be deleted.
[0091] In step S107, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 updates the area information and terminates the
process. For example, in the example in FIG. 19, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 deletes the coordinates
(xi,j,3, yi,j,3) of point 103 and adds the coordinates (xp, yp) of point 111. The broadcast area map generation unit 28 deletes
the parameters ai,j,2, bi,j,2, ci,j,2, and di,j,2 (the ’≥’ inequality sign) and ai,j,3, bi,j,3, ci,j,3, and di,j,3 (the ’>’ inequality sign) of
the following expressions (17) and (18) from the set of parameters of linear expressions of the area 

and adds the parameters a’i,j,2, b’i,j,2, c’i,j,2, and d’i,j,2 (the ’≥’ inequality sign) and a’i,j,4, b’i,j,4, c’i,j,4, and d’i,j,4 (the ’≥’
inequality sign) of the following expressions (21) and (22) to the set of parameters of linear expressions of the area. 

[0092] FIG. 21 is a flowchart illustrating the details of the ’calculate parameters of linear inequalities to be added’ step
S104 in FIG. 20. Step S201 indicates the start of a loop and step S207 indicates the end of the loop; the loop process
from steps S202 to S206 is iterated a number of times equal to the number of the vertices of the area.
[0093] In step S202 the broadcast area map generation unit 28 calculates the parameters a’i,j,k, b’i,j,k, and c’i,j,k of the
linear expression representing the line connecting the new vertex with the k-th vertex and advances the process to step
S203.
[0094] In step S203 the broadcast area map generation unit 28 determines the direction of the inequality sign from
the parameters a’i,j,k, b’i,j,k, and c’i,j,k calculated in step S202 and the coordinates of the remaining vertices, and advances
the process to step S204. More specifically, when substitution of the coordinates (x’i,j,k+1, yi,j,k+1) of the (k + 1)-th vertex
into the linear expression makes the following expression (23) true, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 determines
the direction of the inequality sign to be ’≤’. 

If the following expression (24) is true, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 determines the direction of the inequality
sign to be ’≥’. 

When the following expression (25) is true, 

the broadcast area map generation unit 28 executes a similar process by using the coordinates of the (k + 2)-th vertex
and iterates this processing until an inequality is obtained.
[0095] In step S204, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 substitutes the remaining coordinates into the linear
expression the parameters of which were calculated in steps S202 and S203, and advances the process to step S205.
[0096] In step S205, if the substitutions in step S204 make all of the linear expressions true, the broadcast area map
generation unit 28 advances the process to step S206; if the substitutions in step S204 make any of the linear expressions
untrue, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S207.
[0097] In step S206 the broadcast area map generation unit 28 stores the parameters of the linear expressions in a
temporary region.
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[0098] The processing in steps S202 to S206 will now be described by using the example in FIG. 19, starting with the
loop for k = 1. First, in step S202, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 calculates the parameters a’i,j,1, b’i,j,1, and
c’i,j,1 of the linear expression representing the line connecting the coordinates (xp, yp) of point 111, which is the new
vertex, and the coordinates (xi,j,1, yi,j,1) of point 101, which is the first vertex. Next, when the coordinates (xi,j,2, yi,j,2) of
point 102, which is the second vertex, are substituted into the linear expression, the following expression (26) is true,
so in step S203 the broadcast area map generation unit 28 determines the direction of the inequality sign to be ’≤’. 

Next, in step S204, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 substitutes the coordinates of the remaining vertices (the
third, fourth, and fifth vertices) into the following linear expression (27). 

Among the resulting linear expressions, the following expressions (28) and (29), which are obtained by substitution of
the coordinates (xi,j,4, yi,j,4) of point 104, which is the fourth vertex and the coordinates (xi,j,5, yi,j,5) of point 105, which is
the fifth vertex, are untrue. 

 Accordingly, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 does not store the parameters a’i,j,1, b’i,j,1, c’i,j,1, and d’i,j,1
(direction of inequality sign: ≤) in the temporary region. When similar processing is iterated for k = 2, 3, 4, 5, the following
expressions (30) (31) and (32) obtained in the k = 2, 3, 4 loops are true, 

so the broadcast area map generation unit 28 stores the parameters a’i,j,2, b’i,j,2, c’i,j,2, and d’i,j,2 (direction of inequality
sign: ≤); a’i,j,3, b’i,j,3, c’i,j,3, and d’i,j,3, (direction of inequality sign: ’≤’) ; a’i,j,4, b’i,j,4, c’i,j,4, and d’ i,j,4 (direction of inequality
sign: ’≤’) in the temporary region.
[0099] In step S208 the broadcast area map generation unit 28 combines duplicate sets of parameters among the
parameters of the linear expressions that have been stored in the temporary region into a single set, and ends the
process. For example, since the set of parameters a’i,j,2, b’i,j,2, c’i,j,2, and d’i,j,2, matches the set of parameters a’i,j,3, b’i,j,3,
c’i,j,3, and d’i,j,3, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 leaves only the set of parameters a’i,j,2, b’i,j,2, c’i,j,2, and d’i,j,2,
in the temporary region.
[0100] FIG. 22 is a flowchart illustrating details of the process of calculating the parameters of a linear inequality to
be deleted in step S105 in FIG. 20. Step S301 indicates the start of a loop; step S304 indicates the end of the loop; the
loop in steps S302, S303, and S305 is executed once for each linear expression representing the area.
[0101] In step S302, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 decides whether or not the parameters of the linear
expression match the parameters of any of the linear expressions to be added; if so, the broadcast area map generation
unit 28 advances the process to step S305; otherwise, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process
to step S303. In FIG. 19, for example, since the parameters of expression (33) below, which is one of the linear expressions
of the area, match the parameters of expression (34) below, which is a linear expression to be added, the broadcast
area map generation unit 28 treats expression (35) below (i.e., expression (33)) as an expression to be deleted. 
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Except for the above, none of the linear expressions of the area are treated as linear expressions to be deleted in step S302.
[0102] In step S303, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 substitutes the coordinates of the new vertex into the
linear expression representing the area and decides whether or not this substitution makes the linear expression true;
if so, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S305; if not, the broadcast area map
generation unit 28 advances the process to step S304. In FIG. 19, for example, when the new coordinates (xp, yp) of
point 111 are substituted into the following expression (36) among the linear expressions of the area,

the linear expression (37) below that results from the substitution is not true, 

so the broadcast area map generation unit 28 treats expression (38) below (i. e., expression (36)) as an expression to
be deleted. 

Except for the above, none of the linear expressions of the area are treated as linear expressions to be deleted in step S303.
[0103] As described above, with the digital broadcast reception device according to the fourth embodiment, the vertices
made unnecessary by area expansion and the linear expressions expressing the lines made unnecessary by area
expansion are deleted, so the problem of waste of memory space by the storing of parameters of linear inequalities
representing lines that are no longer required can be solved. In addition, with the digital broadcast reception device
according to the fourth embodiment, since the linear expressions expressing the no longer necessary lines are deleted,
when the area satisfying all the linear inequalities defining the polygonal area is determined to be the ’determined area’,
the range of the area can be expanded. As a result, when a point at which the broadcast wave from a certain broadcasting
station A1 can be received is found, after the receivable area of the broadcast wave from broadcasting station A1 is
expanded by using this point as a new vertex, if the mobile facility returns to this point again, the broadcast wave from
broadcasting station A1 will be determined to be receivable and broadcasting station A1 will be treated as a broadcasting
station to which a switchover can be made.

Fifth Embodiment

[0104] The digital broadcast reception devices according to the first to fourth embodiments assume that the number
of vertices defining an area is three or more. When a broadcasting station having a TS name or ensemble name that is
not present in the receivable area information is found, however, the only point that can be determined to be capable of
receiving the broadcast wave from the broadcasting station at that time is the current position, and the digital broadcast
reception devices according to the first to fourth embodiments cannot handle area information in which an area is
represented by only one vertex. Accordingly, the digital broadcast reception devices according to the first to fourth
embodiments cannot add new area information for the newly found broadcasting station. The digital broadcast reception
device according to the fifth embodiment solves this further problem. The description of the fifth embodiments also refers
to FIG. 1.
[0105] The broadcast area map generated area information and the data format of the receivable area information
and non-receivable area information in the digital broadcast reception devices according to the fifth embodiment are
substantially the same as the broadcast area map generated area information and the data format of the receivable
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area information and non-receivable area information in the digital broadcast reception devices according to the fourth
embodiment. With the digital broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment, however, the lower limit of
the number of vertices of an area is one. When an area has just one vertex, it has no linear expression. When an area
has just two vertices, it has one linear expression, and the parameter d’i,j,k indicating the direction of the inequality sign
indicates an equal sign (=) instead of an inequality sign. When an area has three or more vertices, it has the same
number of linear expressions as the number of vertices and the parameter d’i,j,k indicating the direction of the inequality
sign indicates the inequality sign ’≤’ or ’≥’.
[0106] FIG. 23 is a flowchart illustrating the area map expansion process in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the fifth embodiment. This area map expansion process is applicable to the expansion of a broadcast area
map generated area, the expansion of a receivable area, and the expansion of a non-receivable area. First, in step
S401, if the number of the vertices of the area is zero, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process
to step S402; if the number of the vertices is one, it advances the process to step S403; if the number of the vertices is
two, it advances the process to step S404; if the number of the vertices is three or more, it advances the process to step
S405.
[0107] In step 402, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 adds new area information and terminates the process.
The only vertex coordinates of the area are the coordinates of the current position, and the area has no linear expression.
If the area information to be updated is broadcast area map generated area information, the broadcast area map
generation unit 28 inserts the current date as the date of update. If the area information to be updated is receivable area
information, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 inserts the results obtained by a background channel scan as
the physical CH, TS name, ensemble name, and broadcast service name. If the area information to be updated is non-
receivable area information, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 inserts the information number of the receivable
area to which the non-receivable area belongs.
[0108] In step S403, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 executes area expansion process for the case of one
vertex, and terminates the process. Details of the area expansion process for the case of one vertex will be given later.
[0109] In step S404, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 executes area expansion process for the case of two
vertices, and terminates the process. Details of the area expansion process for the case of two vertices will be given later.
[0110] In step S405, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 executes area expansion process for the case of
three or more vertices, and terminates the process. The details of the area expansion process for the case of three or
more vertices are as described in the flowchart in FIG. 20 for the digital broadcast reception device according to the
fourth embodiment.
[0111] FIG. 24 is a drawing showing an example of the expansion of an area having only one vertex in the digital
broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment. In FIG. 24, point 201 indicates the single vertex of the
area. Let the coordinates of the vertex of the area be (xi,j,k, yi,j,k). Point 201 indicates the area before expansion. Point
221 indicates the current position p. Let the coordinates of the current position p be (xp, yp). Line 221 represents the line
connecting the current position p and the vertex of the area. Let the linear expression representing line 221 be the
following expression (39). 

[0112] FIG. 25 is a flowchart illustrating the area map expansion process when the number of vertices is one in the
digital broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment. First, in step S501, the broadcast area map gen-
eration unit 28 decides whether or not the coordinates of the vertex at the current position match the coordinates of the
vertex of the area, terminates the process if they match, and advances the process to step S502 if they do not match.
In the example in FIG. 24, the coordinates of the point 201 indicating the vertex of the area do not match the coordinates
of the point 211 indicating the current position p, so the process proceeds to step S502.
[0113] In step S502, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 regards the current position as a new vertex and
advances the process to step S503.
[0114] In step S503, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 calculates the parameters of the linear expression
representing the line connecting the new vertex and the already existing vertex, and advances the process to step S504.
In the example for FIG. 24, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 obtains the parameters a’i,j,2, b’i,j,2, and c’i,j,2 of
the following expression (39) representing line 221. 
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[0115] In step S504, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 adds the coordinates of the new vertex and the
parameters of the linear expression representing the line connecting the new vertex and the already existing vertex,
thereby updating the area information, and terminates the process.
[0116] FIG. 26 is a drawing showing an example of area expansion when the number of vertices defining the area is
two in the digital broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment. In FIG. 26, point 301 indicates the first
vertex of the area and point 302 indicates the second vertex. Let the coordinates of the k-th (k = 1, 2) vertex be (xi,j,k,
yi,j,k). The linear expression representing the line 320 connecting points 301 and 302 is the following expression (40). 

Point 311 indicates one current position p and point 312 indicates another current position q. Let the coordinates of the
one current position p be (xp, yp) and the coordinates of the other current position q be (xq, yq). Line 321 indicates a line
connecting current position p and the first vertex 301, and line 322 indicates a line connecting current position p and the
second vertex 302. Let the linear expression representing the line connecting current position p and the k-th vertex be
the following expression (41). 

Let the linear expressions to be added by area expansion be the following expressions (42) and (43) 

[0117] FIG. 27 is a flowchart illustrating the area map expansion process when the number of vertices is two in the
digital broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment. First, in step S601, the broadcast area map gen-
eration unit 28 substitutes the coordinates of the current position into the linear expression representing the area and
advances the process to step S602.
[0118] In step S602, if the linear expression is made true by the substitution of the coordinates of the current position,
the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S607; otherwise, the broadcast area map
generation unit 28 advances the process to step S603. For example, when the current position is point 311 in FIG. 26,
the substitution of the coordinates (xp, yp) of the current position makes the following expression (44) untrue, 

so the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S603. When the current position is point
312 in FIG. 26, however, the substitution of the coordinates (xq, yq) of the current position makes the following expression
(45) true 

so the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S607.
[0119] In step S603, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 regards the current position as a new vertex and
advances the process to step S604.
[0120] In step S604, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 calculates the parameters of the linear expressions
to be added, and advances the process to step S605. The details of the process of calculating the parameters of the
linear expressions to be added are the same as in the flowchart in FIG. 21 for the digital broadcast reception device
according to the fourth embodiment.
[0121] In step S605, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 substitutes the coordinates of the current position into
the linear expressions of the area, thereby determining the direction of the inequality sign, and advances the process
to step S606. For example, when the current position is point 311 in FIG. 26, substitution of the coordinates of point 311
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into the following expression (46) 

yields the following expression (47) 

so the broadcast area map generation unit 28 changes the equal sign ‘=’ in expression (46) to the inequality sign ’≥’
having the same direction as the inequality sign ’>’ in expression (47).
[0122] In step s606, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 adds the new vertex and terminates the process. For
example, when the current position is point 311 in FIG. 26, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 adds the coordinates
(xp, yp) of point 311 as the coordinates of a new vertex. The broadcast area map generation unit 28 also adds the
parameters a’i,j,2, b’i,j,2, c’i,j,2, and d’i,j,2 (direction of inequality sign: ’≥’) ; a’i,j,4, b’i,j,4, c’i,j,4, and d’i,j,4 (direction of inequality
sign: ’≤’) of linear expressions (48) and (49) as the parameters of the linear expressions of the area. 

In addition, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 changes parameter di,j,1 of the existing linear expression (50) of
the area from the equal sign ’=’ to the inequality sign ’≥’. 

[0123] In step S607, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 determines which among the current position and the
two vertices of the area is the vertex to be deleted and advances the process to step S608. The vertex to be deleted is
the vertex with the second smallest x-coordinate. For example, if the current position is point 312 in FIG. 26, then among
the current position 312 and the vertices of the area at point 301 and point 302, point 302 has the second smallest x-
coordinate, so the broadcast area map generation unit 28 deletes point 302.
[0124] In step S608, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 updates the area information and terminates the
process. For example, when the current position is point 312 in FIG. 26, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 adds
point 312 as a vertex of the area and deletes point 302.
[0125] As described above, the digital broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment can process even
areas having only one vertex.
[0126] In addition, if a broadcasting station with a TS name or ensemble name not present in the receivable area
information is found, the digital broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment can add a new receivable
area in which the broadcast wave from the broadcasting station can be received.

Sixth Embodiment

[0127] With the digital broadcast reception devices according to the first to fifth embodiments, when the range in which
the same broadcast can be received on the same physical channel is separated into a plurality of ranges, these separate
areas may be combined into a single range. In this case, it is possible that intermediate areas disposed between the
areas in which the same broadcast can be received may be regarded as broadcast receivable areas even though they
are areas in which the broadcast is not receivable. If a situation arises in which a non-receivable range is regarded as
a receivable range, the digital broadcast reception device may attempt to tune automatically to a broadcast that it cannot
receive. The digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment solves this further problem. The
description of the sixth embodiment also refers to FIG. 1.
[0128] FIG. 28 is a drawing showing an example in which the digital broadcast reception devices according to the first
to fifth embodiments recognize multiple separate ranges in which a broadcast is receivable as a single range. In FIG.
28, circular areas 401 and 402 indicate ranges in which the broadcast wave from broadcast station A1 can be received.
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The broadcast wave from broadcast station A1 can be received on the same physical channel in both areas 401 and
402. The hatched area 410 represents a range that has been recorded as an area in which the digital broadcast reception
device can receive the broadcast wave from broadcast station A1. Points 411, 412, 413, 414, 415, and 416 represent
the vertices of the area recorded as the receivable area. The range recorded as the broadcast area map generated area
is the same as the range recorded as the receivable area of the broadcast wave from broadcast station A1. If the mobile
facility in which the digital broadcast reception device is mounted travels from point 421 through point 422 to point 423,
when it reaches point 423, the digital broadcast reception device decides that the broadcast wave from broadcast station
A1 can be received and expands the area in which the broadcast wave from broadcast station A1 can be received to
the range surrounded by points 423, 414, 415, 416, and 411. The digital broadcast reception device thus decides that
area 424 is a range in which the broadcast wave from broadcast station A1 can be received, even though the broadcast
wave from broadcast station A1 cannot be received.
[0129] FIG. 29 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, an example of the broadcast area map generated area information
stored in the broadcast area map storage unit in the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment.
FIG. 30 is a drawing showing, in tabular form, an example of receivable area information stored in the digital broadcast
reception device according to the sixth embodiment. The broadcast area map generated area information and receivable
area information are substantially the same as in the digital broadcast reception device according to the fourth embod-
iment, but differ from the fourth embodiment in that in-area flags are stored. The in-area flags only need to be stored in
volatile memory; they need not necessarily be stored in flash memory or another type of nonvolatile memory.
[0130] FIG. 31 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth
embodiment after it is turned on. First, in step S701, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 initializes the broadcast
area map generated area information in the volatile memory and advances the process to step S702. Next in step S702,
the broadcast area map generation unit 28 initializes the receivable area information in the volatile memory and advances
the process to step S703. The details of the processing in steps S701 and S702 will be described later.
[0131] In step S703, the broadcast area map storage unit 29 obtains information from the nonvolatile memory for
tuning to the broadcasting station that was tuned in immediately before power-off, tunes to this broadcasting station,
and advances the process to step S704.
[0132] In step S704, the channel scan control unit 25 checks whether or not a background channel scan is in progress;
if one is in progress, the channel scan control unit 25 advances the process to step S709; otherwise it advances the
process to step S705. In step S705, the current position detection unit 27 obtains the current position, and the process
proceeds to step S706.
[0133] In step S706, the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 checks whether or not area infor-
mation including the current position is present in the broadcast area map generated information; if such information is
present, the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 advances the process to step S707; otherwise it
advances the process to step S711.
[0134] In step S707, the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 checks whether or not the condition
for periodic monitoring is satisfied. Whether or not the condition for periodic monitoring is satisfied is determined by
comparing the date of update of the area information including the current position in the broadcast area generated area
information with the current date: if the difference is more than a given interval, it is determined that the condition for
periodic monitoring is satisfied. If the condition for periodic monitoring is satisfied, the process proceeds to step S711;
otherwise the process proceeds to step S708.
[0135] In step S708, the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 updates the broadcast area map
generated area information and receivable area information and advances the process to step S709. More specifically,
the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 updates the in-area flags of area information including the
current position in the broadcast area map generated area information to ’on’ and updates the in-area flags of area
information not including the current position to ’off’. The broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30 also
updates the in-area flags of area information including the current position in the receivable area information to ’on’, and
updates the in-area flags of area information not including the current position to ’off’.
[0136] In step S709, if there is a tuning command from the user, an automatic tuning command from the tuning control
unit 19, or an automatic tuning command from the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit 30, the process
proceeds to step S710; otherwise, the process proceeds to step S704.
[0137] In step S710, the broadcast signal reception unit 40 tunes to the designated broadcasting station and the
process advances to step S704.
[0138] In step S711, the channel scan control unit 25 starts a background channel scan and the process advances to
step S709. In the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment, however, the process advances
to step S709 immediately after the background channel scan operation is started by use of the second antenna 21,
second tuner/demodulator unit 22, and second demultiplexer 23, without waiting for the background channel scan process
to be completed. In other words, during a background channel scan operation, the background channel scan operation
shown in FIG. 7 is executed by the second antenna 21, second tuner/demodulator unit 22, and second demultiplexer
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23 while the processing from steps S701 to S710 is executed by the first antenna 11, first tuner/demodulator unit 12,
and first demultiplexer 13.
[0139] FIG. 32 is a flowchart detailing the processing in steps S701 and S702 in FIG. 31. First, in step S801, the
broadcast area map generation unit 28 copies the area information stored in the nonvolatile memory of the broadcast
area map storage unit 29 to the volatile memory and advances the process to step S802. The items of area information
copied from the nonvolatile memory to the volatile memory are, for broadcast area map generated area information, the
area number, the date of update, and the coordinates of the vertices of the area; for receivable area information, the
items copied are the area number, the physical CH, TS name or ensemble name, the broadcast service name, and the
coordinates of the vertices of the area.
[0140] In step S802, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 sets all the in-area flags of the area information to
’off’, and advances the process to step S803.
[0141] Step S803 indicates the start of a loop, step S808 indicates the end of the loop, and the loop from steps S804
to S808, including step S810, is iterated a number of times equal to the number of areas.
[0142] In step S804, if the number of the vertices of the area is three or more, the broadcast area map generation unit
28 advances the process to step S805; if the number of the vertices of the area is two, the broadcast area map generation
unit 28 advances the process to step S810; if the number of the vertices of the area is one or less, the broadcast area
map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S809.
[0143] Step S805 indicates the start of a loop, step S808 indicates the end of the loop, and the loop (steps S806 and
S807) is iterated a number of times equal to the number of the vertices of the area.
[0144] The broadcast area map generation unit 28 calculates the parameters ai,j,k, bi,j,k, and ci,j,k of the linear expression
representing the line connecting the coordinates of the k-th vertex and the (k + 1)-th vertex of the area and advances
the process to step S807.
[0145] In step S807, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 determines the direction of the inequality sign di,j,k
from the parameters ai,j,k, bi,j,k, and ci,j,k calculated in step S806 and the (k + 2)-th coordinates (xi,j,k+2, yi,j,k+2) of the
area, and advances the process to step S808. More specifically, if the following is true 

the broadcast area map generation unit 28 sets di,j,k to ’≥’, and if the following is true 

the broadcast area map generation unit 28 sets di,j,k to ’≤’.
[0146] In step S711 in FIG. 31, the background channel scan process after the background channel scan is started
is substantially the same as in the flowchart in FIG. 7, except for the processing in step S37 in FIG. 7. In the digital
broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment, the process in the flowchart shown in FIG. 33 is executed
in step S37 in FIG. 7. In FIG. 33, step S901 indicates the start of a loop, step S904 indicates the end of the loop, and
the loop (steps S902 and S903) is iterated a number of times equal to the number of broadcast area map generated
areas present.
[0147] In step S902, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 checks whether or not the in-area flag of the j-th area
of the broadcast area map generated area is ’on’; if it is ’on’, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the
process to step S903; if it is ‘off’, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S904.
[0148] In step S903, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 expands the j-th area of the broadcast area map
generated area and advances the process to step S904. The method of expanding the area is similar to the process
shown in the flowchart in FIG. 23 for the digital broadcast reception device in the fifth embodiment.
[0149] In step S905, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 checks whether or not there is an area with an in-
area flag set to ’on’ among the broadcast area map generated areas; if there is an ’on’ area, the broadcast area map
generation unit 28 advances the process to step S906; otherwise, it advances the process to step S907.
[0150] In step S906, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 generates new area information for the broadcast
area map generated area and advances the process to step S907.
[0151] Step S907 indicates the start of a loop; step S914 indicates the end of the loop; the loop in steps S908 to S913
is iterated a number of times equal to the number of combinations of physical CH and TS names or ensemble names
obtained by the background channel scan.
[0152] Step S908 indicates the start of a loop; step S911 indicates the end of the loop; the loop (steps S909 and S910)
is iterated a number of times equal to the number of areas in the receivable area information.
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[0153] In step S909, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 checks

i) whether the combination of the i-th physical CH and TS name or ensemble name matches the combination of the
j-th physical CH and TS name or ensemble name, obtained by the background channel scan, and
ii) whether or not the in-area flag of the j-th area in the receivable area information is ’on’.

[0154] If the decision in i) above is that the combinations match and the decision in ii) above is ’on’, the broadcast
area map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S910; otherwise it advances the process to step S911.
[0155] In step S910, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 expands the j-th area information of the receivable
area, and advances the process to step S911. The area expansion method is similar to the process shown in the flowchart
in FIG. 23 for the digital broadcast reception device in the fifth embodiment.
[0156] In step S912, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 checks whether or not a combination matching the
combination of the i-th physical CH and TS name or ensemble name obtained by the background channel scan is present
in the receivable area information; if this combination is present, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances
the process to step S914; if this combination is not present, the process advances to step S913.
[0157] In step S913, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 adds a new area to the receivable area information
and advances the process to step S914.
[0158] With the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment, when the digital broadcast
reception device moves from point 421 to point 423 via point 422 in the example shown in FIG. 28, when it reaches point
422, where the broadcast wave from broadcasting station A1 cannot be received, the in-area flag of area 410, which is
an area in which the broadcast wave from broadcasting station A1 can be received, is updated to ’off’. Accordingly, when
it later moves to point 423, which is another point at which the broadcast wave from broadcasting station A1 can be
received, area 410 is not expanded. This prevents the area 424 in which the broadcast wave from broadcasting station
A1 cannot be received from being regarded as a receivable area.
[0159] As described above, the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment, unlike the digital
broadcast reception devices according to the first to fifth embodiments, can avoid combining a plurality of separate
broadcast receivable ranges into a single range and treating a broadcast non-receivable range as a receivable range.
Accordingly, the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment does not perform automatic tuning
to a broadcast that it cannot receive.

Seventh Embodiment

[0160] In the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment, there is a possibility that one
receivable area may be registered as a plurality of separate receivable areas. FIG. 34 is a drawing showing an example
in which a receivable area is divided into a plurality of areas that are registered separately in the digital broadcast
reception device according to the sixth embodiment. In FIG. 34, the circular area 501 indicates the range in which the
broadcast wave from a broadcasting station A1 can be received. In this case, first, when a mobile facility in which the
digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment is mounted moves through the range surrounded
by points 511, 512, 513, and 514 while tuned to broadcasting station A1, the area 510 surrounded by points 511, 512,
513, and 514 is registered as a receivable area for the broadcast wave from broadcasting station A1. The digital broadcast
reception device is then turned off, moves to point 525, is turned on again at that point, and moves through the area
surrounded by points 521, 522, 523, 524, and 525 while still tuned to broadcasting station A1. The area 520 surrounded
by points 521, 522, 523, 524, and 525 is now registered as a receivable area of the broadcast wave from broadcasting
station A1. When a plurality of receivable areas 510 and 520 are registered in this way, even if these areas are expanded
thereafter and come to overlap each other, the overlapping areas are not merged, and this could increase memory usage.
[0161] The digital broadcast reception device according to the seventh embodiment merges overlapping areas, thereby
reducing memory usage in comparison with the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment.
The description of the seventh embodiment also refers to FIG. 1.
[0162] The data formats of the broadcast area map generated area information, receivable area information, and non-
receivable area information of the digital broadcast reception device according to the seventh embodiment are the same
as the data formats of the broadcast area map generated area information, receivable area information, and non-
receivable area information of the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment. The operation
of the digital broadcast reception device according to the seventh embodiment after it is turned on is substantially the
same as the operation of the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment after it is tuned on,
except that step S708 in the flowchart in FIG. 31 is different. In the digital broadcast reception device according to the
sixth embodiment, only the in-area flags in the broadcast area map generated area information and receivable area
information are updated in step S708, but in the digital broadcast reception device according to the seventh embodiment,
the operations described in the flowchart in FIG. 35 are carried out in step S708.
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[0163] FIG. 35 is a flowchart illustrating an area information update operation in the digital broadcast reception device
according to the seventh embodiment. First, in step S1001, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 selects area
information with the in-area flag set to ’on’ among the broadcast area map generated area information, and advances
the process to step S1002.
[0164] In step S1002, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 checks whether or not the selected area information
includes the current position; if it includes the current position, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the
process to step S1005; otherwise, it advances the process to step S1003.
[0165] In step S1003, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 checks whether or not a broadcast area map generated
area including the current position is present; if one is present, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the
process to step S1004; otherwise, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S1003.
[0166] In step S1004, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 merges the selected area and the area including
the current position and advances the process to step S1005. The merging of the selected area and the area including
the current position is achieved by expanding the selected area by use of all the vertices of the area including the current
position and then deleting the area including the current position. The process of expanding the selected area by use
of the vertices of the area including the current position is similar to the process shown in the flowchart in FIG. 23
illustrating the area expansion process by the digital broadcast reception device according to the fifth embodiment.
[0167] The processing in steps S1001 to S1004 will now be described by use of the example in FIG. 34. In FIG. 34,
the hatched area 510 and cross-hatched area 520 are registered as broadcast area map generated areas, and it is
assumed that the mobile facility in which the digital broadcast reception device is mounted is located in area 510, the
in-area flag in area 510 is ’on’, and the in-area flag of area 520 is ’off’. The processing of the flowchart in FIG. 35 will be
assumed to start at the time when the mobile facility in which the digital broadcast reception device is mounted reaches
point 532. At this time, the broadcast area map generation unit 28, in step S1001, selects area 510 as an area for which
the in-area flag is set to ’on’. Next, in step S1002, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 decides that area 510 does
not include the current position and advances the process to step S1003. Then in step S1003, the broadcast area map
generation unit 28 selects area 520 as a broadcast area map generated area and advances the process to step S1004.
In step S1004, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 merges area 510 and area 520.
[0168] In the example in FIG. 34, point 532 is added as a new vertex of area 510 and when area 510 is expanded to
the area surrounded by point 511, point 532, point 513, and point 514, the expanded area partially overlaps area 520.
In other words, the processing in step S1001 to step S1004 can be regarded as a process of merging mutually overlapping
broadcast area map generated areas, thereby making them into one area.
[0169] In step S1005, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 updates the in-area flags of the broadcast area map
generated areas and advances the process to step S1006. More specifically, the broadcast area map generation unit
28 updates the in-area flags of broadcast area map generated areas including the current position to ’on’, and updates
the in-area flags of broadcast area map generated areas that do not include the current position to ‘off’.
[0170] Step S1006 indicates the start of a loop; step S1011 indicates the end of the loop; the loop from step S1007
to step S1010 is iterated a number of times equal to the number of receivable areas with in-area flags set to ’on’.
[0171] In step S1007, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 selects the j-th area among receivable areas with
in-area flags set to ’on’, and advances the process to step S1008.
[0172] In step S1008, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 checks whether or not the selected area includes
the current position; if it includes the current position, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process
to step S1011; if it does not include the current position, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process
to step S1009.
[0173] In step S1009, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 checks whether or not there is a receivable area
matching the physical CH and TS name or ensemble name of the selected area and including the current position; if
such a receivable area is present, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances the process to step S1010;
otherwise it advances the process to step S1011.
[0174] In step S1010, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 merges the selected area and the area including
the current position and advances the process to step S1011. The merging method is the same as in the processing in
step S1004.
[0175] The processing in step S1007 to step S1010 can be considered similar to the processing in step S1001 to step
S1004 and can be regarded as a process of merging two receivable areas having overlapping parts.
[0176] In step S1012, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 updates the in-area flags of the receivable areas
and terminates the process. More specifically, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 updates the in-area flags of
receivable areas including the current position to ’on’, and updates the in-area flags of other receivable areas to ’off’.
[0177] As described above, the digital broadcast reception device according to the seventh embodiment merges
partially overlapping areas, so in comparison with the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embod-
iment, it can reduce memory usage.
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Eighth Embodiment

[0178] With the digital broadcast reception devices according to the third to seventh embodiments, the number of
vertices of an area can increase by repetition of the area expansion process, with a corresponding increase in memory
usage.
[0179] The digital broadcast reception device according to the eighth embodiment limits the number of the vertices of
an area to a certain value or less, thereby reducing memory usage in comparison with the digital broadcast reception
devices according to the first to seventh embodiments. The description of the eighth embodiment also refers to FIG. 1.
[0180] The data format of the broadcast area map generated area information, receivable area information, and non-
receivable area information of the digital broadcast reception device according to the eighth embodiment is the same
as the data format of the broadcast area map generated area information, receivable area information, and non-receivable
area information of the digital broadcast reception device according to the sixth embodiment. The operation of the digital
broadcast reception device according to the eighth embodiment after it is turned on is substantially the same as the
operation of the digital broadcast reception device according to the seventh embodiment after it is turned on, except
that a process that limits the number of vertices of an area to N or less is performed in each update of the broadcast
area map generated area information and receivable area information.
[0181] FIG. 36 is a drawing showing an example of the process that reduces the number of vertices of an area in the
digital broadcast reception device according to the eighth embodiment. In FIG. 36, the hatched area 600 represents the
range of the area before the number of the vertices is reduced, point 601 represents the first vertex of the area, point
602 represents the second vertex of the area, point 603 represents the third vertex of the area, point 604 represents the
fourth vertex of the area, point 606 represents the fifth vertex of the area, and point 606 represents the sixth vertex of
the area. The coordinates of the k-th (k = 1, 2, ..., 6) vertex of the area are expressed as (xi,j,k, yi,j,k). Line 611 represents
a line connecting points 602 and 606; line 612 is parallel to line 611 and represents a line passing through point 601;
line 613 represents a line connecting points 602 and 603; line 614 represents a line connecting points 605 and 606.
Point 621 represents the point of intersection of lines 612 and 613; point 622 represents the point of intersection of lines
612 and 614. The area surrounded by points 621, 603, 604, 606, and 622 represents the area after the number of
vertices is reduced.
[0182] FIG. 37 is a flowchart illustrating the process that reduces the number of vertices of an area to N or less in the
digital broadcast reception device according to the eighth embodiment. First, in step S1101, the broadcast area map
generation unit 28 checks whether the number of the vertices of the area is N or less; if it is N or less, the broadcast
area map generation unit 28 terminates the process; otherwise the broadcast area map generation unit 28 advances
the process to step S1102.
[0183] In step S1102, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 selects a vertex with an angle closest to 180° from
among the vertices of the area and advances the process to step S1103. The vertex with an angle closest to 180° can
be selected by calculating the cosine of each vertex angle as follows, where the coordinates of the k-th vertex of the
area are expressed as (xi,j,k, yi,j,x), and selecting the angle with the cosine closest to -1. 

[0184] The vertex with the angle closest to 180° will be referred to as vertex A. In the example in FIG. 36, point 601
is vertex A.
[0185] In step S1103, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 calculates parameters of a linear expression repre-
senting a line connecting the two vertices adjacent to vertex A and advances the process to step S1104. The line
connecting the two vertices adjacent to vertex A will be referred to as line B. In the example in FIG. 36, line 611 is line B.
[0186] In step S1104, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 calculates parameters of a linear expression repre-
senting a line parallel to line B and passing through vertex A and advances the process to step S1105. The line parallel
to line B and passing through vertex A will be referred to as line C. In the example in FIG. 36, line 612 is line C.
[0187] In step S1105, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 decides the direction (’≥’ or ’≤’) of the inequality sign
of the linear expression representing line C, and advances the process to step S1106. If the linear expression representing
line C is 
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the direction of the inequality is decided to be ’≥’ when the following expression is true 

and is decided to be ’≤’ when the following expression is true. 

[0188] In step S1106, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 calculates the coordinates of the points of intersection
(referred to as intersection points F and G below) of line C with the lines (referred to as lines D and E below) including
the sides adjacent to the two sides meeting at vertex A, and advances the process to step S1107. In the example in
FIG. 36, lines 613 and 614 are lines D and E and points 621 and 622 are the intersection points F and G.
[0189] In step S1107, the broadcast area map generation unit 28 updates the area information and advances the
process to step S1101. The update of the area information includes the addition of intersection points F and G, the
deletion of vertex A and its two adjacent vertices (points 602 and 606 in FIG. 36), the addition of the linear expression
representing line C, and the deletion of the linear expressions representing the two lines meeting at vertex A (the line
connecting vertices 601 and 602 and the line connecting vertices 601 and 606 in FIG. 36). In the example in FIG. 36,
points 621 and 622 are added as vertices of the area; points 601, 602, and 606 are deleted; the linear expression
representing line 612 is added as a linear expression representing the area; the linear expression representing the line
connecting points 601 and 602 and the linear expression representing the line connecting points 601 and 606 are deleted.
[0190] As described above, the digital broadcast reception device according to the eighth embodiment can reduce
the number of vertices of an area to a given number or less, and accordingly can reduce memory usage in comparison
with the digital broadcast reception device according to the seventh embodiment.
[0191] The configurations in the first to seventh embodiments may be combined as appropriate to provide necessary
performance in the digital broadcast reception apparatus.

REFERENCE CHARACTERS

[0192] 11 first antenna, 12 first tuner/demodulator unit, 13 first demultiplexer, 14 audio/video decoder, 15 graphics
overlay unit, 16 video output unit, 17 audio output unit, 18 operation input unit, 19 tuning control unit, 21 second antenna,
22 second tuner/demodulator unit, 23 second demultiplexer, 24 reception mode switching unit, 25 channel scan control
unit, 25a temporary storage area, 26 antenna, 27 current position detection unit, 28 broadcast area map generation unit,
29 broadcast area map storage unit, 30 broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit, 31 broadcast service
list generation unit, 40 broadcast signal reception unit, 50, 60, 70 receivable areas, 51, 62 broadcast area map tables,
61, 71 non-receivable areas, 72-76 boundaries (sides) of receivable area, 80 current position at which broadcast wave
from broadcasting station A1 is receivable, 81, 85 newly expanded boundaries (sides) of receivable area of broadcast
wave from broadcasting station A1, 82-84 linear functions connecting current position to other vertices, 91-93 boundaries
(sides) of non-receivable area, 94 slope and intercept (intersection with the Y-axis) of boundary (side) of receivable area,
and inequality sign indicating whether the receivable area is above or below this side, 95 slope and intercept (intersection
with the Y-axis) of boundary (side) of receivable area, and inequality sign indicating whether the receivable area is above
or below this side, 96 slope and intercept (intersection with the Y-axis) of boundary (side) of non-receivable area, and
inequality sign indicating whether the receivable area is above or below this side, 97 slope and intercept (intersection
with the Y-axis) of boundary (side) of receivable area, and inequality sign indicating whether the receivable area is above
or below this side, 101-105 vertices of receivable area.

Claims

1. A digital broadcast reception device, comprising:

a tuner/demodulator unit (12) for tuning to physical channels and demodulating broadcast signals on the physical
channels;
a tuning control unit (19) for controlling operation of the tuner/demodulator unit (12);
a current position detection unit (27) for detecting a current location of the digital broadcast reception device;
a channel scan control unit (25) for detecting physical channels receivable by the tuner/demodulator unit (12);
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a broadcast area map generation unit (28) for generating a broadcast area map based on current locations
detected by the current position detection unit (27), wherein the broadcast area map associates each of a
plurality of broadcast service receivable areas (50) created by the broadcast area map generation unit (28), in
which area a broadcast service is receivable by the digital broadcast reception device, with a respective physical
channel detected by the channel scan control unit (25), via which channel the broadcast service is receivable
in the broadcast service receivable area (50), and with respective broadcast service information that is associated
with broadcast content of the physical channel; and
a broadcast area map storage unit (29) for storing the generated broadcast area map,
wherein each said broadcast service receivable area (50) is represented as an area inside a polygon defined
by vertices arranged in order, and coordinates of said vertices in an orthogonal coordinate system are stored
for each said polygon in said broadcast area map storage unit (29), and
wherein the tuning control unit (19) is arranged to determine whether a reception state of a broadcast service
provided by a physical channel to which the tuner/demodulator unit (12) is tuned has worsened owing to move-
ment of the digital broadcast reception device and, upon detecting a worsening of the reception state, switch
the physical channel to another physical channel that provides the same broadcast service, the tuning control
unit (19) being arranged to make the switch based on the broadcast area map stored in the broadcast area
map storage unit (29) and the current location detected by the current position detection unit (27).

2. A digital broadcast reception device of claim 1, comprising a plurality of the tuner/demodulator units (12, 22), wherein:

the tuning control unit (19) is arranged to control operation of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12, 22);
the channel scan control unit (25) has one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12, 22) perform tuning for
program viewing or listening, and has another one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12, 22) perform
a channel scan by tuning to the physical channels and detecting receivable physical channels; and
the tuning control unit (19) is arranged to determine whether a reception state of a broadcast service provided
by a physical channel to which the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12, 22) are tuned has worsened owing
to movement of the digital broadcast reception device and, upon detecting a worsening of the reception state,
switch the physical channel to another physical channel that provides the same broadcast service, the tuning
control unit (19) being arranged to make the switch based on the broadcast area map stored in the broadcast
area map storage unit (29) and the current location detected by the current position detection unit (27).

3. The digital broadcast reception device of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the broadcast area map generation unit (28)
is arranged to generate broadcast area map generated area information indicating areas in which broadcasting
station detection processing has been executed, and to store the broadcast area map generated area information
in the broadcast area map storage unit (29).

4. The digital broadcast reception device of claim 2, or claim 3 when dependent on claim 2, further comprising:

a reception mode switching unit (24) for switching an operating mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units
(12, 22) between a first operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12, 22) cooperatively
perform diversity processing and a second operating mode in which the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12,
22) operate independently,
wherein the channel scan control unit (25) has the reception mode switching unit (24) switch the operating mode
of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12, 22) to the second operating mode, wherein the channel scan
control unit (25) has one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12, 22) perform tuning for program viewing
or listening, and has another one of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12, 22) perform a channel scan by
tuning to the physical channels and detecting receivable physical channels.

5. The digital broadcast reception device of claim 4 when dependent on claim 3, further comprising:

a broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit (30) for deciding, by reference to the broadcast area
map generated area information stored in the broadcast area map storage unit (29), whether or not the current
position is located in a broadcast area map non-generated area for which no area map has been generated,
wherein
when the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit (30) decides that the current position is in the
broadcast area map non-generated area, the reception mode switching unit (24) is arranged to switch the
operating mode of the plurality of tuner/demodulator units (12, 22) to the second operating mode and the
broadcast area map generation unit (28) is arranged to generate a broadcast area map and update the broadcast
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area map stored in the broadcast area map storage unit (29); and
when the broadcast area map non-generated area decision unit decides that the current position is in a broadcast
area map generated area, the reception mode switching unit switches the operating mode of the plurality of
tuner/demodulator units to the first operating mode.

6. The digital broadcast reception device of any of claims 1 to 5, further comprising:

a broadcast service list generation unit (31) for generating a broadcast service list from the broadcast area map
stored in the broadcast area map storage unit (29) and the current position detected by the current position
detection unit (27), the broadcast service list including broadcast service information of currently receivable
physical channels; and
a broadcast service list display unit for displaying the broadcast service list generated by the broadcast service
list generation unit.

7. The digital broadcast reception device of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein:

the channel scan control unit (25) is arranged to compare the results of two successive channel scans, and
executes another channel scan on physical channels the reception state of which has changed by more than
a prescribed reference level and physical channels having a received signal near a threshold power level; and
the broadcast area map generation unit (28) is arranged to update the broadcast area map stored in the broadcast
area map storage unit (29) based on most recent channel scan results.

8. The digital broadcast reception device of any one of claims 1 to 5 and 7, wherein when the channel scan control
unit (25) decides, from the power level of the received signal in a current channel scan, that a broadcast signal is
present on a physical channel on which the channel scan control unit (25) decided that a broadcast service was
present in the previous channel scan, the channel scan control unit (25) is arranged to decide that the same broadcast
service as in the previous channel scan is present on the physical channel.

9. The digital broadcast reception device of any one of claims 1 to 5, 7 and 8, wherein when the channel scan control
unit (25) decides, from the power level of the received signal in a current channel scan, that no broadcast signal is
present on a physical channel on which the channel scan control unit (25) decided that no broadcast service was
present in the previous channel scan, the channel scan control unit (25) is arranged to decide that no broadcast
service is present on the physical channel.

10. The digital broadcast reception device of any one of claims 1 to 5 and 7 to 9, wherein when the channel scan control
unit (25) decides, from the power level of the received signal in a current channel scan, that a broadcast signal is
present on a physical channel on which the channel scan control unit (25) decided that no broadcast service was
present in the previous channel scan, the channel scan control unit (25) is arranged to execute another channel
scan on the physical channel and the broadcast area map generation unit (28) is arranged to update the broadcast
area map based on most recent channel scan results.

11. The digital broadcast reception device of any preceding claim, wherein the broadcast area map generation unit (28)
is arranged to record vertices of polygons indicating receivable areas by their coordinates in an orthogonal coordinate
system in the broadcast area map storage unit (29).

12. The digital broadcast reception device of any one of claims 1 to 10, wherein the broadcast area map generation
unit (28) is arranged to store, in the broadcast area map storage unit (29), slopes of linear functions defining sides
of polygons indicating the receivable areas, expressed in an orthogonal coordinate system, positions at which lines
represented by the linear functions intersect a coordinate axis, and information indicating whether the receivable
areas are located in a positive or negative direction on the coordinate axis with respect to the lines expressed by
the linear functions.

13. The digital broadcast reception device of claim 11, wherein the broadcast area map generation unit (28) is arranged
to record vertices of polygons indicating non-receivable areas present in the receivable areas in the broadcast area
map storage unit (29) by their coordinates in the orthogonal coordinate system.

14. The digital broadcast reception device of claim 12, wherein the broadcast area map generation unit (28) is arranged
to record vertices of polygons indicating non-receivable areas present in the receivable areas in the broadcast area
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map storage unit (29) by their coordinates in the orthogonal coordinate system.

15. The digital broadcast reception device of claim 12 or 14, wherein the broadcast area map generation unit (28) is
arranged to record vertices of polygons indicating non-receivable areas present in the receivable areas in the
broadcast area map storage unit (29) by their coordinates in the orthogonal coordinate system.

16. The digital broadcast reception device of claim 12, wherein each side is represented by a linear function and the
tuning control unit (19) and the broadcast service list generation unit (31) are arranged to display a list of broadcast
services receivable at the current position by substituting the current coordinate values into the linear inequalities
representing the sides of the polygons by which the broadcast areas are approximated and deciding that the current
position is in a broadcast area if the linear inequalities of the broadcast area are all satisfied.

17. The digital broadcast reception device of claim 14, wherein the broadcast area map non-generated area decision
unit (30) is arranged to substitute the current coordinate values into linear inequalities representing the sides of a
polygon by which a broadcast area map generated area is approximated, each side being represented by a linear
function, decide that the current position is not a point in the broadcast area map generated area if there is a linear
inequality of the broadcast area map generated area that is not satisfied, and decide that the current position is a
point in the broadcast area map generated area if all of the linear inequalities are satisfied.

18. The digital broadcast reception device of claim 11 or 12, wherein:

the broadcast area map generation unit (28)
when updating a broadcast area map with the current position as a newly receivable position, is arranged to
determine a linear equation representing a line connecting two adjacent vertices of the polygon representing
the receivable area,
update the broadcast area map by deleting the side through which the line represented by the linear equation
passes if,
as a result of substituting the coordinates of the current position into the linear equation, the linear equation is
true, or
as a result of substituting the coordinates of the current position into the linear equation, the linear equation is
untrue and the direction of the inequality sign when the coordinates of the current position are substituted into
the linear equation differs from the direction of the inequality sign when the coordinates of a vertex of the polygon
other than the two adjacent vertices of the linear equation are substituted into the linear equation.

19. The digital broadcast reception device of any one of claims 11, 12, and 18, wherein
when broadcast area maps are updated with the current position as a newly receivable position, if the broadcast
could not be received before moving to the current position, the broadcast area map generation unit (28) is arranged
to generate a new broadcast area map instead of updating an existing broadcast area map, and
when there are a plurality of broadcast area maps with overlapping areas, identical physical channels, and identical
broadcast service information, the broadcast area map generation unit (28) is arranged to combine the areas of the
plurality of broadcast area maps.

20. The digital broadcast reception device of any one of claims 11, 12, 18, and 19, wherein the broadcast area map
generation unit (28) is arranged to reduce the number of vertices of the polygon representing the area of a broadcast
area map by:

selecting a first vertex with an interior angle closest to 180° from the polygon representing the area of broadcast
area map;
determining a linear equation representing a first line passing through the first vertex and parallel to a line
passing through two vertices adjacent to the first vertex on the sides of the polygon;
determining two linear equations representing two lines passing through two sides adjacent to two sides meeting
at the first vertex, the two lines being a second line and a third line;
determining coordinates of a first intersection point at which the first line and the second line intersect;
determining coordinates of a second intersection point at which the first line and the third line intersect;
deleting the first vertex and the two vertices adjacent to the first vertex on the sides of the polygon as vertices
of the polygon representing the area of the broadcast area map; and
adding the first intersection point and the second intersection point.
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Patentansprüche

1. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung, umfassend:

eine Tuner/Demodulatoreinheit (12) zum Abstimmen auf physikalische Kanäle und zum Demodulieren von
Rundfunksignalen auf den physikalischen Kanälen;
eine Abstimmsteuereinheit (19) zum Steuern des Betriebs der Tuner/Demodulatoreinheit (12);
eine Momentanposition-Erfassungseinheit (27) zum Erfassen eines momentanen Standorts der digitalen Rund-
funkempfangsvorrichtung;
eine Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) zum Erfassen von physikalischen Kanälen, die von der Tuner/Demodula-
toreinheit (12) empfangbar sind;
eine Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit (28) zum Erzeugen einer Rundfunkbereichskarte auf der
Grundlage von momentanen Standorten, die von der Momentanposition-Erfassungseinheit (27) erfasst werden,
wobei die Rundfunkbereichskarte jedem von einer Vielzahl von Rundfunkdienst-Empfangsbereichen (50), die
von der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit (28) erzeugt werden, in welchem Bereich ein Rundfunk-
dienst von der digitalen Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung empfangbar ist, mit einem entsprechenden von der
Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) erfassten physikalischem Kanal, über welchen der Rundfunkdienst im Rundfunk-
dienst-Empfangsbereich (50) empfangbar ist und mit entsprechender Rundfunkdienstinformation in Verbindung
bringt, die dem Rundfunkinhalt des physikalischen Kanals in Verbindung steht; und
eine Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) zum Speichern der erzeugten Rundfunkbereichskarte,
wobei jeder Rundfunkdienst-Empfangsbereich (50) als ein Bereich innerhalb eines Polygons dargestellt wird,
das durch in Folge angeordnete Eckpunkte definiert ist, und Koordinaten der Eckpunkte in einem orthogonalen
Koordinatensystem für jedes Polygon in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) gespeichert sind, und
wobei die Abstimmsteuereinheit (19) eingerichtet ist, zu bestimmen, ob ein Empfangszustand eines Rundfunk-
dienstes, der von einem physikalischen Kanal bereitgestellt wird, auf den die Tuner/Demodulatoreinheit (12)
abgestimmt ist, sich aufgrund der Bewegung der digitalen Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung verschlechtert hat,
den physikalischen Kanal auf einen anderen physikalischen Kanal umzuschalten, der denselben Rundfunk-
dienst bereitstellt, auf das Erfassen einer Verschlechterung des Empfangszustands hin, wobei die Abstimm-
steuereinheit (19) eingerichtet ist, die Umschaltung vorzunehmen auf der Grundlage der in der Rundfunkbe-
reichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) gespeicherten Rundfunkbereichskarte und dem von der Momentanposition-
Erfassungseinheit (27) erfassten momentanen Standort.

2. Digitales Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, mit:

einer Mehrzahl von Tuner/Demodulatoreinheiten (12, 22), wobei:

die Abstimmsteuereinheit (19) eingerichtet ist, den Betrieb der Vielzahl von Tunern/Demodulatoreinheiten
(12, 22) zu steuern;
die Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) eine aus der Vielzahl von Tunern/Demodulatoreinheiten (12, 22) veran-
lasst, eine Abstimmung für das Programmsehen oder -zuhören durchzuführen, und eine weitere aus der
Vielzahl von Tuner/Demodulatoreinheiten (12, 22) veranlasst, eine Kanal-Abtastung durchzuführen durch
Abstimmen auf die physikalischen Kanäle und Erfassen von empfangbaren physikalischen Kanälen; und
die Abstimmsteuereinheit (19) eingerichtet ist, zu bestimmen, ob ein Empfangszustand eines Rundfunk-
dienstes, der von einem physikalischen Kanal bereitgestellt wird, auf den die Vielzahl von Tuner/Demodu-
latoreinheiten (12, 22) abgestimmt sind, sich aufgrund der Bewegung der digitalen Rundfunkempfangsvor-
richtung verschlechtert hat, den physikalischen Kanal auf einen anderen physikalischen Kanal umzuschal-
ten, der denselben Rundfunkdienst bereitstellt, auf das Erfassen einer Verschlechterung des Empfangs-
zustands hin, wobei die Abstimmsteuereinheit (19) eingerichtet ist, die Umschaltung vorzunehmen auf der
Grundlage der in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) gespeicherten Rundfunkbereichskarte
und dem von der Momentanposition-Erfassungseinheit (27) erfassten momentanen Standort.

3. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, wobei die Rundfunkbereichskarten-
Erzeugungseinheit (28) eingerichtet ist, um Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugte-Bereichsinformation zu erzeugen,
die Bereiche anzeigt, in denen eine Rundfunkstation-Erfassungsverarbeitung ausgeführt worden ist, und die Rund-
funkbereichskarten-Erzeugte-Bereichsinformation in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) zu spei-
chern.

4. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 2 oder Anspruch 3, wenn abhängig von Anspruch 2, weiter
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umfassend:

eine Empfangsmodus-Umschalteinheit (24) zum Umschalten eines Betriebsmodus der Vielzahl von Tuner/De-
modulatoreinheiten (12, 22) zwischen einem ersten Betriebsmodus, in dem die Vielzahl von Tuner/Demodula-
toreinheiten (12, 22) gemeinsam eine Diversitätsverarbeitung durchführt, und einem zweiten Betriebsmodus,
in dem die Vielzahl von Tuner/Demodulatoreinheiten (12, 22) unabhängig arbeitet,
wobei die Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) die Empfangsmodus-Umschalteinheit (24) veranlasst, die Betriebsart
der Vielzahl von Tuner/Demodulator-Einheiten (12, 22) in den zweiten Betriebsmodus zu schalten, wobei die
Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) eine der Vielzahl von Tuner/Demodulatoreinheiten (12, 22) veranlasst, eine Ab-
stimmung für das Programmsehen oder -hören durchzuführen, und eine andere der Vielzahl von Tuner/Demo-
dulatoreinheiten (12, 22) veranlasst, eine Kanalabtastung durch Abstimmen auf die physikalischen Kanäle und
Erkennung von empfangbaren physikalischen Kanälen durchzuführen.

5. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 4, wenn abhängig von Anspruch 3, weiter umfassend:

eine Rundfunkbereichskarten-Nicht-Erzeugter-Bereich-Entscheidungseinheit (30) zum Entscheiden unter Be-
zugnahme auf die in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) gespeicherte Rundfunkbereichskarten-
Erzeugte-Bereichsinformation, ob sich die momentane Position in einem Rundfunkbereichskarten-Nicht-Er-
zeugten-Bereich befindet oder nicht, für den keine Bereichskarte erzeugt wurde, wobei
wenn die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Nicht-Erzeugter-Bereich-Entscheidungseinheit (30) entscheidet, dass sich
die momentane Position in dem Rundfunkbereichskarten-Nicht-Erzeugten-Bereich befindet, die Empfangsmo-
dus-Umschalteinheit (24) eingerichtet ist, den Betriebsmodus der Vielzahl von Tuner/Demodulatoreinheiten
(12, 22) in den zweiten Betriebsmodus zu schalten und die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit (28)
eingerichtet ist, eine Rundfunkbereichskarte zu erzeugen und die in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speicherein-
heit (29) gespeicherte Rundfunkbereichskarte zu aktualisieren; und
wenn die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Nicht-Erzeugter-Bereich-Entscheidungseinheit entscheidet, dass sich die
momentane Position in einem Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugten-Bereich befindet, die Empfangsmodus-Um-
schalteinheit die Betriebsart der Vielzahl von Tuner/Demodulatoreinheiten in den ersten Betriebsmodus schaltet.

6. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, mit:

einer Rundfunkdienstelisten-Erzeugungseinheit (31) zum Erzeugen einer Rundfunkdiensteliste aus der in der
Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) gespeicherten Rundfunkbereichskarte und der von der Momen-
tanposition-Erfassungseinheit (27) erfassten momentanen Position, wobei die Rundfunkdiensteliste Rundfunk-
service-Information von den momentan empfangbaren physischen Kanälen umfasst; und
eine Rundfunkdienstelisten-Anzeigeeinheit zum Anzeigen der Rundfunkdiensteliste, die von der Rundfunk-
diensteliste-Erzeugungseinheit erzeugt wird.

7. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei:

die Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) eingerichtet ist, die Ergebnisse von zwei aufeinanderfolgenden Kanalabtas-
tungen zu vergleichen, und eine weitere Kanalabtastung physikalischer Kanäle, deren Empfangszustand sich
um mehr als einen vorgeschriebenen Referenzpegel geändert hat, und physikalischer Kanäle mit einem emp-
fangenen Signal nahe eines Grenzwertleistungspegels ausführt; und
die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit (28) eingerichtet ist, die in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Spei-
chereinheit (29) gespeicherte Rundfunkbereichskarte auf der Grundlage von jüngsten Kanalabtastergebnissen
zu aktualisieren.

8. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 und 7, wobei,
wenn die Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) aus dem Leistungspegel des empfangenen Signals in einer momentanen
Kanalabtastung entscheidet, dass ein Rundfunksignal auf einem physikalischen Kanal vorhanden ist, auf dem die
Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) entschieden hat, dass ein Rundfunkdienst in der vorherigen Kanalabtastung vorhan-
den war, die Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) eingerichtet ist, zu entscheiden, dass der gleiche Rundfunkdienst wie
in der vorherigen Kanalabtastung auf dem physikalischen Kanal vorhanden ist.

9. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, 7 und 8, wobei,
wenn die Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) aus dem Leistungspegel des empfangenen Signals in einer aktuellen Ka-
nalabtastung entscheidet, dass kein Sendesignal auf einem physikalischen Kanal vorhanden ist, auf dem die Ka-
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nalabtaststeuereinheit (25) entschieden hat, dass kein Rundfunkdienst in der vorherigen Kanalabtastung vorhanden
war, die Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) eingerichtet ist, zu entscheiden, dass kein Rundfunkdienst auf dem physi-
kalischen Kanal vorhanden ist.

10. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 und 7 bis 9, wobei,
wenn die Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) aus dem Leistungspegel des empfangenen Signals in einer aktuellen Ka-
nalabtastung entscheidet, dass ein Rundfunksignal auf einem physikalischen Kanal vorhanden ist, auf dem die
Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) entschieden hat, dass kein Rundfunkdienst in der vorherigen Kanalabtastung vor-
handen war, die Kanalabtaststeuereinheit (25) eingerichtet ist, eine weitere Kanalabtastung auf dem physikalischen
Kanal auszuführen und die ausführt Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit (28) eingerichtet ist, die Rundfunk-
bereichskarte basierend auf den jüngsten Kanalabtastresultaten zu aktualisieren.

11. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem die Rundfunkbereichs-
karten-Erzeugungseinheit (28) eingerichtet ist, Eckpunkte von Polygonen aufzuzeichnen, die empfangbare Bereiche
durch ihre Koordinaten in einem orthogonalen Koordinatensystem in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit
(29) anzeigen.

12. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 10, wobei die Rundfunkbereichskarten-
Erzeugungseinheit (28) eingerichtet ist, in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) Steigungen von line-
aren Funktionen, die Seiten von Polygonen definieren, die die empfangbaren Bereiche anzeigen, ausgedrückt in
einem orthogonalen Koordinatensystem, Positionen, an denen durch die linearen Funktionen repräsentierte Linien
eine Koordinatenachse schneiden, und Information zu speichern, die angibt, ob sich die empfangbaren Bereiche
in einer positiven oder negativen Richtung auf der Koordinatenachse in Bezug auf die durch lineare Funktionen
ausgedrückten Linien befinden.

13. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 11, wobei die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit
(28) eingerichtet ist, Eckpunkte von Polygonen, die vorhandene nicht-empfangbare Bereiche in den empfangbaren
Bereichen anzeigen, in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) durch ihre Koordinaten im orthogonalen
Koordinatensystem aufzuzeichnen.

14. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit
(28) eingerichtet ist, Eckpunkte von Polygonen, die vorhandene nicht-empfangbare Bereiche in den empfangbaren
Bereichen anzeigen, in der Rundfunkbereichskarten-Speichereinheit (29) durch ihre Koordinaten im orthogonalen
Koordinatensystem aufzuzeichnen.

15. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 12 oder 14, wobei die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungs-
einheit (28) eingerichtet ist, Eckpunkte von Polygonen, die vorhandene nicht-empfangbare Bereiche in den emp-
fangbaren Bereichen anzeigen, in der Rundfunkbereichs-Kartenspeichereinheit (29) durch ihre Koordinaten im
orthogonalen Koordinatensystem aufzuzeichnen.

16. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei jede Seite durch eine lineare Funktion dargestellt
ist und die Abstimmsteuereinheit (19) und die Rundfunkdienstrlisten-Erzeugungseinheit (31) eingerichtet sind, eine
Liste von Rundfunkdiensten anzuzeigen, die an der momentanen Position empfangbar sind, durch Ersetzen der
aktuellen Koordinatenwerte durch die linearen Ungleichungen, die die Seiten der Polygone repräsentieren, durch
die die Rundfunkbereiche angenähert werden, und durch Entscheiden, dass sich die momentane Position in einem
Rundfunkbereich befindet, wenn die linearen Ungleichungen des Rundfunkbereichs alle erfüllt sind.

17. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 14, wobei die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Nicht-Erzeugter-Be-
reich-Entscheidungseinheit (30) eingerichtet ist, die momentanen Koordinatenwerte durch lineare Ungleichungen
zu ersetzen, die die Seiten eines Polygons repräsentieren, durch die ein Rundfunkbereichsabbildungsbereich an-
genähert wird, wobei jede Seite durch eine lineare Funktion repräsentiert wird, zu entscheiden, dass die momentane
Position kein Punkt in dem Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugten-Bereich ist, wenn eine lineare Ungleichung des
Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugten-Bereichs, die nicht erfüllt ist, vorliegt und zu entscheiden, dass die momentane
Position ein Punkt im Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugten-Bereich ist, wenn alle linearen Ungleichungen erfüllt sind.

18. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 11 oder 12, wobei:

die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit (28)
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beim Aktualisieren einer Rundfunkbereichskarte mit der momentanen Position als eine neu empfangbare Po-
sition, eingerichtet ist, eine lineare Gleichung zu bestimmen, die eine Linie darstellt, die zwei benachbarte
Eckpunkte des Polygons verbindet, das den empfangbaren Bereich repräsentiert,
die Rundfunkbereichskarte zu aktualisieren durch Löschen der Seite, durch die die durch die lineare Gleichung
dargestellte Linie geht, wenn,
als Ergebnis der Substitution der Koordinaten der momentanen Position durch die lineare Gleichung, die lineare
Gleichung wahr ist oder
als Folge der Substitution der Koordinaten der momentanen Position durch die lineare Gleichung, die lineare
Gleichung falsch ist und die Richtung des Ungleichheitszeichens, wenn die Koordinaten der momentanen
Position durch die lineare Gleichung substituiert werden, sich von der Richtung des Ungleichheitszeichens
unterscheidet, wenn die Koordinaten eines Eckpunktes des Polygons außer den beiden benachbarten Eck-
punkten der linearen Gleichung in die lineare Gleichung eingesetzt werden.

19. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 11, 12 und 18, wobei
wenn die Rundfunkbereichskarten mit der momentanen Position als neu empfangbare Position aktualisiert werden,
wenn die Rundfunksendung vor der Bewegung in die momentane Position nicht empfangen werden konnte, die
Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit (28) eingerichtet ist, stattdessen eine neue Rundfunkbereichskarte zu
erzeugen, zur Aktualisierung einer vorhandenen Rundfunkbereichskarte und
wenn es eine Vielzahl von Rundfunkbereichskarten mit überlappenden Bereichen identischer physikalischen Kanäle
und identischen Rundfunkdienstinformationen gibt, die Rundfunkbereichskarten-Erzeugungseinheit (28) eingerich-
tet ist, die Bereiche der Vielzahl von Rundfunkbereichskarten zu kombinieren.

20. Digitale Rundfunkempfangsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 11, 12, 18 und 19, wobei die Rundfunkbereichs-
karten-Erzeugungseinheit (28) eingerichtet ist, die Anzahl von Eckpunkten des Polygons, das den Bereich einer
Rundfunkbereichskarte repräsentiert, zu reduzieren durch:

Auswählen eines ersten Eckpunktes mit einem Innenwinkel am nächsten bei 180° aus dem Polygon, das den
Bereich der Rundfunkbereichskarte darstellt;
Bestimmen einer linearen Gleichung, die eine erste Linie darstellt, die durch den ersten Eckpunkt hindurchgeht
und parallel zu einer Linie ist, die durch zwei Eckpunkte benachbart zu dem ersten Eckpunkt an den Seiten des
Polygons verläuft;
Bestimmen von zwei linearen Gleichungen, die zwei Linien darstellen, die durch zwei Seiten benachbart zu
zwei Seiten verlaufen, die sich am ersten Eckpunkt treffen, wobei die beiden Linien eine zweite Linie und eine
dritte Linie sind;
Bestimmen von Koordinaten eines ersten Kreuzungspunktes, an dem sich die erste Linie und die zweite Linie
schneiden;
Bestimmen von Koordinaten eines zweiten Kreuzungspunktes, an dem sich die erste Linie und die dritte Linie
schneiden;
Löschen des ersten Eckpunktes und der beiden Eckpunkte benachbart zu dem ersten Eckpunkt an den Seiten
des Polygons als Eckpunkte des Polygons, das den Bereich der Rundfunkbereichskarte darstellt; und
Hinzufügen des ersten Kreuzungspunktes und des zweiten Kreuzungspunktes.

Revendications

1. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique, comprenant :

une unité syntoniseur/démodulateur (12) pour syntoniser des canaux physiques et démoduler des signaux de
radiodiffusion sur les canaux physiques;
une unité de commande de syntonisation (19) pour commander le fonctionnement de l’unité syntoniseur/dé-
modulateur (12) ;
une unité de détection de position actuelle (27) pour détecter un emplacement actuel du dispositif de réception
de radiodiffusion numérique ;
une unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) pour détecter des canaux physiques recevables par l’unité
syntoniseur/démodulateur (12) ;
une unité de génération de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) pour générer une carte de zones de radiodif-
fusion sur la base d’emplacements actuels détectés par l’unité de détection de position actuelle (27), dans
lequel la carte de zones de radiodiffusion associe chacune d’une pluralité de zones recevables de service de
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radiodiffusion (50) créées par l’unité de génération de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28), zone dans laquelle
un service de radiodiffusion est recevable par le dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique, avec un
canal physique respectif détecté par l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25), canal via lequel le
service de radiodiffusion est recevable dans la zone recevable de service de radiodiffusion (50), et avec des
informations respectives de service de radiodiffusion qui sont associées à un contenu de radiodiffusion du canal
physique ; et
une unité de stockage de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29) pour stocker la carte de zones de radiodiffusion
générée,
dans lequel chaque dite zone de service de radiodiffusion recevable (50) est représentée en tant que zone à
l’intérieur d’un polygone défini par des sommets agencés en ordre, et des coordonnées desdits sommets dans
un système de coordonnées orthogonales sont stockées pour chaque dit polygone dans ladite unité de stockage
de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29), et
dans lequel l’unité de commande de syntonisation (19) est agencée pour déterminer si un état de réception
d’un service de radiodiffusion fourni par un canal physique, sur lequel l’unité syntoniseur/démodulateur (12) est
syntonisée, s’est détérioré en raison d’un déplacement du dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique
et, lors de la détection d’une détérioration de l’état de réception, pour commuter le canal physique pour un autre
canal physique qui fournit le même service de radiodiffusion, l’unité de commande de syntonisation (19) étant
agencée pour faire la commutation sur la base de la carte de zones de radiodiffusion, stockée dans l’unité de
stockage de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29), et de l’emplacement actuel détecté par l’unité de détection
de position actuelle (27).

2. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 1, comprenant
une pluralité d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs (12, 22), dans lequel :

l’unité de commande de syntonisation (19) est agencée pour commander le fonctionnement de la pluralité
d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs (12, 22) ;
l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) amène une de la pluralité d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs
(12, 22) à réaliser la syntonisation pour la visualisation ou l’écoute de programmes, et amène une autre de la
pluralité d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs (12, 22) à réaliser un balayage de canaux par syntonisation sur
des canaux physiques et par détection de canaux physiques recevables ; et
l’unité de commande de syntonisation (19) est agencée pour déterminer si un état de réception d’un service
de radiodiffusion fourni par un canal physique, sur lequel la pluralité d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs (12,
22) est syntonisée, s’est détérioré en raison d’un déplacement du dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion
numérique et, lors de la détection d’une détérioration de l’état de réception, pour commuter le canal physique
pour un autre canal physique qui fournit le même service de radiodiffusion, l’unité de commande de syntonisation
(19) étant agencée pour faire la commutation sur la base de la carte de zones de radiodiffusion, stockée dans
l’unité de stockage de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29), et de l’emplacement actuel détecté par l’unité de
détection de position actuelle (27).

3. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2, dans lequel l’unité
de génération de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour générer des informations de zone générée
de carte de zones de radiodiffusion indiquant des zones dans lesquelles un traitement de détection de station de
radiodiffusion a été exécuté, et pour stocker les informations de zone générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion
dans l’unité de stockage de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29).

4. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 2 ou selon la revendication 3 lorsqu’elle
dépend de la revendication 2, comprenant en outre :

une unité de commutation de mode de réception (24) pour commuter un mode de fonctionnement de la pluralité
d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs (12, 22) entre un premier mode de fonctionnement dans lequel la pluralité
d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs (12, 22) réalise de manière coopérative un traitement de diversité et un
second mode de fonctionnement dans lequel la pluralité d’unités syntoniseur/démodulateurs (12, 22) fonctionne
indépendamment,
dans lequel l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) amène l’unité de commutation de mode de
réception (24) à commuter le mode de fonctionnement de la pluralité d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs (12,
22) pour le second mode de fonctionnement, dans lequel l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25)
amène une unité de la pluralité d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs (12, 22) à réaliser la syntonisation pour
la visualisation ou l’écoute de programmes, et amène une autre unité de la pluralité d’unités syntoniseurs/dé-
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modulateurs (12, 22) à réaliser un balayage de canaux par syntonisation sur des canaux physiques et détection
des canaux physiques recevables.

5. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 4 quand elle dépend de la revendication
3, comprenant en outre :

une unité de décision de zone non générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (30) pour décider, par référence
aux informations de zone générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion stockées dans l’unité de stockage de
carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29), si la position actuelle est située ou non dans une zone non générée de
carte de zones de radiodiffusion pour laquelle aucune carte de zones n’a été générée, dans lequel
lorsque l’unité de décision de zone non générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (30) décide que la position
actuelle est dans la zone non générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion, l’unité de commutation de mode de
réception (24) est agencée pour commuter le mode de fonctionnement de la pluralité d’unités syntoniseurs/dé-
modulateurs (12, 22) pour le second mode de fonctionnement et l’unité de génération de carte de zones de
radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour générer une carte de zones de radiodiffusion et pour mettre à jour la carte
de zones de radiodiffusion stockée dans l’unité de stockage de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29) ; et
lorsque l’unité de décision de zone non générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion décide que la position
actuelle est dans une zone générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion, l’unité de commutation de mode de
réception commute le mode de fonctionnement de la pluralité d’unités syntoniseurs/démodulateurs pour le
premier mode de fonctionnement.

6. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, comprenant
en outre :

une unité de génération de liste de services de radiodiffusion (31) pour générer une liste de services de radio-
diffusion à partir de la carte de zones de radiodiffusion, stockée dans l’unité de stockage de carte de zones de
radiodiffusion (29), et de la position actuelle détectée par l’unité de détection de position actuelle (27), la liste
de services de radiodiffusion incluant des informations de service de radiodiffusion de canaux physiques ac-
tuellement recevables ; et
une unité d’affichage de liste de services de radiodiffusion pour afficher la liste de services de radiodiffusion
générée par l’unité de génération de liste de services de radiodiffusion.

7. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel :

l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) est agencée pour comparer les résultats de deux balayages
de canaux successifs, et exécute un autre balayage de canaux sur des canaux physiques dont l’état de réception
a changé de plus d’un niveau de référence prescrit et sur des canaux physiques ayant un signal reçu proche
d’un niveau de puissance seuil ; et
l’unité de génération de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour mettre à jour la carte de zones
de radiodiffusion stockée dans l’unité de stockage de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29) sur la base des plus
récents résultats de balayage de canaux.

8. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5 et 7, dans
lequel lorsque l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) décide, à partir du niveau de puissance du signal
reçu dans un balayage de canaux actuel, qu’un signal de radiodiffusion est présent sur un canal physique sur lequel
l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) a décidé qu’un service de radiodiffusion était présent au cours
du précédent balayage de canaux, l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) est agencée pour décider que
le même service de radiodiffusion que celui au cours du précédent balayage de canaux est présent sur le canal
physique.

9. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, 7 et 8, dans
lequel lorsque l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) décide, à partir du niveau de puissance du signal
reçu dans un balayage de canaux actuel, qu’aucun signal de radiodiffusion n’est présent sur un canal physique sur
lequel l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) a décidé qu’aucun service de radiodiffusion n’était présent
au cours du précédent balayage de canaux, l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) est agencée pour
décider qu’aucun service de radiodiffusion n’est présent sur le canal physique.

10. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5 et 7 à 9, dans
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lequel lorsque l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) décide, à partir du niveau de puissance du signal
reçu dans un balayage de canaux actuel, qu’un signal de radiodiffusion est présent sur un canal physique sur lequel
l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) a décidé qu’aucun service de radiodiffusion n’était présent au
cours du précédent balayage de canaux, l’unité de commande de balayage de canaux (25) est agencée pour
exécuter un autre balayage de canaux sur le canal physique et l’unité de génération de carte de zones de radiodif-
fusion (28) est agencée pour mettre à jour la carte de zones de radiodiffusion sur la base des plus récents résultats
de balayage de canaux.

11. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans
lequel l’unité de génération de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour enregistrer des sommets de
polygones indiquant des zones recevables par leurs coordonnées dans un système de coordonnées orthogonales
dans l’unité de stockage de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29).

12. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 10, dans lequel
l’unité de génération de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour stocker, dans l’unité de stockage
de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (29), des pentes de fonctions linéaires définissant des côtés de polygones
indiquant les zones recevables exprimées dans un système de coordonnées orthogonales, des positions auxquelles
des lignes représentées par les fonctions linéaires coupent un axe de coordonnées et des informations indiquant
si les zones recevables sont situées dans un sens positif ou négatif sur l’axe de coordonnées par rapport aux lignes
exprimées par les fonctions linéaires.

13. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 11, dans lequel l’unité de génération de
carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour enregistrer des sommets de polygones indiquant des zones
non recevables présentes dans les zones recevables dans l’unité de stockage de carte de zones de radiodiffusion
(29) par leurs coordonnées dans le système de coordonnées orthogonales.

14. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 12, dans lequel l’unité de génération de
carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour enregistrer des sommets de polygones indiquant des zones
non recevables présentes dans les zones recevables dans l’unité de stockage de carte de zones de radiodiffusion
(29) par leurs coordonnées dans le système de coordonnées orthogonales.

15. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 12 ou 14, dans lequel l’unité de génération
de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour enregistrer des sommets de polygones indiquant des
zones non recevables présentes dans les zones recevables dans l’unité de stockage de carte de zones de radio-
diffusion (29) par leurs coordonnées dans le système de coordonnées orthogonales.

16. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 12, dans lequel chaque côté est représenté
par une fonction linéaire, et l’unité de commande de syntonisation (19) et l’unité de génération de liste de services
de radiodiffusion (31) sont agencées pour afficher une liste de services de radiodiffusion recevables à la position
actuelle en substituant les valeurs de coordonnées actuelles dans les inégalités linéaires représentant les côtés
des polygones par lesquels les zones de radiodiffusion sont approchées et en décidant que la position actuelle est
dans une zone de radiodiffusion si les inégalités linéaires de la zone de radiodiffusion sont toutes satisfaites.

17. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 14, dans lequel l’unité de décision de
zone non générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (30) est agencée pour substituer les valeurs de coordonnées
actuelles dans des inégalités linéaires représentant les côtés d’un polygone par lequel une zone générée de carte
de zones de radiodiffusion est approchée, chaque côté étant représenté par une fonction linéaire, pour décider que
la position actuelle n’est pas un point dans la zone générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion s’il y a une inégalité
linéaire de la zone générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion qui n’est pas satisfaite, et pour décider que la position
actuelle est un point dans la zone générée de carte de zones de radiodiffusion si toutes les inégalités linéaires sont
satisfaites.

18. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon la revendication 11 ou 12, dans lequel :

l’unité de génération de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28)
lors de la mise à jour d’une carte de zones de radiodiffusion avec la position actuelle en tant que position
nouvellement recevable, est agencée pour déterminer une équation linéaire représentant une ligne reliant deux
sommets adjacents du polygone représentant la zone recevable,
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mettre à jour la carte de zones de radiodiffusion en supprimant le côté par l’intermédiaire duquel la ligne
représentée par l’équation linéaire passe si,
en tant que résultat de la substitution des coordonnées de la position actuelle dans l’équation linéaire, l’équation
linéaire est vraie, ou
en tant que résultat de la substitution des coordonnées de la position actuelle dans l’équation linéaire, l’équation
linéaire est fausse et le sens du signe d’inégalité lorsque les coordonnées de la position actuelle sont substituées
dans l’équation linéaire diffère du sens du signe d’inégalité lorsque les coordonnées d’un sommet du polygone
autre que les deux sommets adjacents de l’équation linéaire sont substitués dans l’équation linéaire.

19. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 11, 12 et 18, dans
lequel
lorsque des cartes de zones de radiodiffusion sont mises à jour avec la position actuelle en tant que position
nouvellement recevable, si la radiodiffusion ne pouvait pas être reçue avant un déplacement à la position actuelle,
l’unité de génération de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour générer une nouvelle carte de zones
de radiodiffusion au lieu de mettre à jour une carte de zones de radiodiffusion existante, et
lorsqu’il y a une pluralité de cartes de zones de radiodiffusion avec des zones se recouvrant partiellement, des
canaux physiques identiques et des informations de service de radiodiffusion identiques, l’unité de génération de
carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour combiner les zones de la pluralité de cartes de zones de
radiodiffusion.

20. Dispositif de réception de radiodiffusion numérique selon l’une quelconque des revendications 11, 12, 18 et 19,
dans lequel l’unité de génération de carte de zones de radiodiffusion (28) est agencée pour réduire le nombre de
sommets du polygone représentant la zone d’une carte de zones de radiodiffusion par :

la sélection d’un premier sommet avec un angle intérieur le plus proche de 180° à partir du polygone représentant
la zone de la carte de zones de radiodiffusion ;
la détermination d’une équation linéaire représentant une première ligne passant par l’intermédiaire du premier
sommet et parallèle à une ligne passant par l’intermédiaire de deux sommets adjacents au premier sommet
sur les côtés du polygone ;
la détermination de deux équations linéaires représentant deux lignes passant par l’intermédiaire de deux côtés
adjacents aux deux côtés se rejoignant au premier sommet, les deux lignes étant une deuxième ligne et une
troisième ligne ;
la détermination de coordonnées d’un premier point d’intersection auquel la première ligne et la deuxième ligne
se coupent ;
la détermination de coordonnées d’un second point d’intersection auquel la première ligne et la troisième se
coupent ;
la suppression du premier sommet et des deux sommets adjacents au premier sommet sur les côtés du polygone
en tant que sommets du polygone représentant la zone de la carte de zones de radiodiffusion ; et
l’ajout du premier point d’intersection et du second point d’intersection.
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